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ABSTRACT
Let E and F be Archimedian Riesz spaces.
T : E

A linear operator

F is called disjointness preserving if !fl /\ lgl = 0 in E im-

+

plies !Tfl /\ !Tgl = 0 in F.

An order continuous disjointness preserving

operator T : E + E is called bi-disjointness preserving if the order
closure of !TIE is an ideal in E.

If the order dual of E separates the

points of E, then every order continuous disjointness preserving operator whose adjoint is disjointness preserving is bi-disjointness preserving .

If E is in addition Dedekind complete, then the converse holds.

DEFINITION.

Let T

E + E be a bi-disjointness preserving operator.

We say that T is:
(i)

quasi-invertible if T is injective and {TE}dd = E.
o:>

(ii)
(iii)

n { TnE}dd = { O}.
n=l
~
n
dd
of backward shift type if v Ker T = Eand { TE}
= E.
n=l

of foruard shift type if T is injective and

a>

(iv)

hypernilpotent if

a>

V Ker Tn = E and n {TnE} dd = { O}.
n=l
n=l

The supremum in (iii) and (iv)

~s

taken in the Boolean algebra of bands.

The following decomposition theorem is proved.
THEOREM.

Let T : E + E be a bi-disjointness preserving operator on a

Dedekind complete Riesz space E.

E1. (i

= 1 ,2,3,4)

Then there exist T-reducing bands

4

such that

~
. 1
i=

E. = E and the restriction of T to E.
1

satisfies the ith property lis ted in the preceding definition.

1

iv
Quasi-invertible operators can be decomposed further in the following way.

Set Orth(E) :={TE

~b(E)

: TB c B for every band B}.

that a quasi-invertible operator T has strict period n (n

We say

if

E~)

Tn E Orth(E) and for every non-zero band B c E, there exists a band A
dd
n-1 dd
s.t.{0}-fAcBandA,{TA} , ... ,{TA} aremutuallydisjoint. A
quasi-invertible operator is called aperiodic if for every n
every non-zero band B c E, there exists a band A s.t. {0}
dd
n dd
A, {TA} , ... , { T A}
are mutually disjoint.
THEOREM.

-f

E~

and

Ac Band

Let T : E + E be a quasi-invertible operator on a Dedekind

complete Riesz space E.

Then there exist T-reducing bands E

n

( n E ~ U{cc}) such that the restriction of T to E

n

( n E 1'l)

period n,the restriction of T to Ecc is aperiodic and E =

has strict

E.
LJ{cc} n
Finally, the spectrum of bi-disjointness preserving operators is
(f)

nE~

considered.
THEOREM.

Let E be a Banach lattice which is either Dedekind complete or

has a weak Fatou norm.
operator.

Let T : E

+

E be a bi-disjointness preserving

If T is either of forward shift type, of backward shift type,

hypernilpotent or aperiodic quasi-invertible, then the spectrum of T is
rotationally invariant.

If T is quasi-invertible with strict period n,

then /... E o(T) implies /...a E o(T) for any nth root of unity a.

The above theorems can be combined to deduce results concerning the
spectrum of arbitrary bi-disjointness preserving operators.

One such

result is given below.
THEOREM.

Let T

E + E be a bi-disjointness preserving operator on a

Dedekind complete Banach lattice E.

Suppose, for each

v

0

<

r E lR, {z E ~ : izi

=

r} n cr(T) lies in an open half plane.

there exists T-reducing bands E1 and E2 such that E = E1@ E2 , TIE

Then

is an

1
abstract multiplication operator (i.e. is in the center of EJ and TIE

2

is quasi-nilpotent.
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TERMINOLOGY AND NOTATION
For terminology and the general theory of Riesz spaces and Banach
lattices, we refer to the standard treatises of Luxemburg-Zaanen [LZJ,
Zaanen [ZJ and Schaefer [SJ.

We have attempted to make this thesis rea-

sonably self-contained except for material in the above works and other
well known results.

All Riesz spaces considered herein will be assumed

to satisfy the Archimedian axiom.

Unless otherwise stated, the results

in chapters 1-4 are valid for both real and complex Riesz spaces (see
[SJ II

§ 11);

all spaces considered in chapter 5 are complex.

We now give a partial list of notation.
E,F

(Archimedian) Riesz spaces.
{f EE : f > 0}.

The order dual of E.
The order continuous dual of E.
The Dedekind completion of E.
ij( E)

The Boolean algebra of bands of E.

f>( E)

The Boolean algebra of all band projections of E.

J:b(E,F)

The collection of all order bounded operators from E to F.

J:b(E)
Jf' JS

The ideal generated by an element f EE or a subset Sc E.

Jt JS

The uniformly closed ideal generated by f E E or S c E.

{ s} d

{f

C(X)

The collection of all continuous functions defined on a
topological space X.

EE : ifi

A

lg!=

0 for all

g ES}.

2
T*

The order adjoint of T.

T*
n

The restriction of T* to En*

T

The associated operator of T (see def. 3.3 and pg

-

tT

=t

The Luxemburg

11

t 11 map (see def. 3.15).

{ S} o

The annihilator of a subspace S c E.

o{ S}

*
The pre-annihilator of a subspace of E* or En.

a(T)

The spectrum of T.

pa (T)

The point spectrum of T.

A a (T)

The approximate point spectrum of T.

Ra (T)

The residual spectrum of T (= o(T) \A a (T)) .

r(T)

The spectral radius of T.

!(B)

3~.

{zEC

izl<r}

{zEa:

izi=r}

The space of all (norm) bounded operators from a Banach
space B to itself .
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INTRODUCTION
Two elements f and g of a Riesz space E are called disjoint if
!fl

A

lg!

= 0.

This thesis studies disjointness preserving operators;

in other words operators between two Riesz spaces which take disjoint
elements to disjoint elements.

On concrete function spaces (such as

C(X) and LP spaces) this means that the operator takes functions of
(essentially) disjoint support to functions of (essentially) disjoint
support.

It is not difficult to see that bounded disjointness preserv-

ing operators correspond to weighted composition

operators on such

concrete function spaces, that is, to operators of the form Tf(x)

=

h(x) f (cp(x)) (see propositions 1.3 and 1.4).
Disjointness preserving operators are of interest in many different
contexts. First of all, along with the kernel operators, they form one
of the two major classes of concrete bounded operators and thus supply
a rich source of examples.

The classical theorems of Banach-Stone [BJ

[St] and Banach-Lamperti [BJ [La] (see also [Ro] 15.8) show that the isometries between C(X) spaces (where X is compact Hausdorff) and LP spaces
(0 < p < w, p f 2) on a a-finite measure space are disjointness preserving.

Disjointness preserving operators are naturally of considerable in-

terest in the theory of dynamical systems.
qi

Such theories study mappings

of a set X carrying some additional structure into itself, which pre-

serves the structure of X.

The composition operator Sf(x)

weighted composition operators Tf(x)

= f(cp(x)) and

= h(x)f(~(x)) defined on function

spaces over X are important tools which are used to understand the properties of the mapping

qi.

Finally, Riesz homomorphisms, which are

4

disjointness preserving, are of obvious interest in the study of abstract Riesz spaces.
The notion of a disjointness preserving operator was first introduced by B. Vulikh [VJ, though positive disjointness preserving operators (Riesz homomorphisms) were studied considerably earlier.

His pri-

mary interest was to find conditions on a disjointness preserving operator defined on certain function spaces which will make them multiplicative, and so of the form Tf(x) = f(~(x)).
of the form Tf(x)

= h(x) f

(~(x))

More general representations

have been given by several authors on

various spaces and in varying degrees of generality, see [Kp] [La] [Wo]
[M 3] [Kn] [AVK] [Ab].
The abstract theory of disjointness preserving operators (also
sometimes called disjunctive operators, ct-homomorphisms or Lamperti operators) has been studied only in the past decade (see [M 1] [M 3] [AVK]
[Ki 2] [M 4] [Ar 2] [Ab] [dP 2]).

The primary motivation for this re-

search was to extend both the theory of orthomorphisms (i.e . abstract
multiplication operators, see ch. 2) and the theory of Riesz homomorphisms.

An exposition of much of this work is contained in this thesis

(see especially chapter 1).

We now give a summary of each chapter of

this thesis.
Chapter 1 discusses the basic properties of disjointness preserving
operators.

These results will be used repeatedly in the later chapters .

Chapter 2 studies a special class of disjointness preserving operators known as orthomorphisms.

We first give a survey of the most impor-

tant properties of such operators.

We then use a known result about

orthomorphisms to show that if F has the a-interpolation property (this

5

holds in particular when Fis Dedekind a-complete), then the range
of every disjointness preserving operator from E to F is a Riesz subspace of F.

The chapter concludes with a discussion of some extension

properties of certain types of orthomorphisms.
Chapter 3 discusses two auxiliary maps associated with a disjointness preserving operator.
of the form Tf(x)

=

h(x) f

In concrete situations where the operator is
(~(x)),

the two associated maps roughly corres-

pond to the composition operator Tf(x)
~·

= f(~(x))

and the underlying map

Most of the chapter is devoted to discussing the relationship be-

tween a disjointness preserving operator and its associated maps.
In chapter 4 we discuss bi-disjointness preserving operators.

Under

certain circumstances, bi-disjointness preserving operators are exactly
those order continuous disjointness preserving operators whose adjoint
is also disjointness preserving.

The main result of this chapter is to

show that a bi-disjointness preserving operator on a Dedekind complete
Riesz space may be decomposed into a direct sum of simple components,
each of which can be easily analyzed.
Chapter 5 discusses the spectrum of disjointness preserving operators.

The first half of the chapter is devoted to computing the spectrum

of the simple bi-disjointness preserving operators which make up the
11

blocks 11 in the decomposition theorem proved in chapter 4.

We then use

this decomposition theorem in the second half of the chapter to derive
various properties of the spectrum of an arbitrary bi-disjointness preserving operator.
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Chapter 1
BASIC PROPERTIES
This chapter gives some examples of disjointness preserving operators and discusses their basic properties.

The central result is the

characterization of disjointness preserving operators given in theorem
1.5.

All results in this chapter are essentially known.

DEFINITION 1.1.
disjoint if !fl

Two elements f and g of a Riesz space are said to be
A

= 0.

jgj

This relation will be denoted by f ~ g.

An operator T: E ~ F between Riesz spaces E and F is called dis-

jointness preserving if f ,g EE and f

~

g imply

Tf

~

Tg.

We begin by characterizing bounded disjointness preserving operators on C(X) spaces.
PROPOSITION 1.2.

Let X be a compact Hausdorff space

bounded linear functional on C(X).

be a non-zero

The following are equivalent:

a)

~

b)

There exists a unique point x E X and a

is disjointness preserving.

such that

Proof.
a)~

and~

b):

b)

~(f) =

~a)

uniq~e

non-zero scalar c

cf(x) for all f E C(X).
is obvious.

By the Riesz representation theorem, there exists a finite

(complex) Borel measureµ on X s.t. ~(f)

J f dµ

=

for all f E C(X).

Sup-

X

pose A and Bare disjoint closed sets in X.
exist functions e 1 , e 2 E C(X) s.t. e 1 (x)
for all x EB and je 1

1

A le 2 1 = 0.

Since

By Urysohn s lemma, there
1

= 1 for all x EA, e 2 (x) = l
~is

disjointness preserving,

7
l~(e 1 )I A l~(e 2 )I =

either µ(A)

=

0, and so either

0 or µ(B)

0 or

~(e 2 ) =

0.

Hence,

It follows easily thatµ must be concen-

0.

=

~(e 1 ) =

trated at a single point, i.e. there exists a point x EX s.t.
µ{x}
c

=

µ(X).

Hence ~(f)

=

= µ{x}.

PROPOSITION 1.3.
T : C( X)

J fdµ
x

=

µ{x} · f(x)

cf(x ), where

Let X and Y be compact Hausdorff spaces and let

C( Y) be a (norm) bounded operator.

-+

=

The f o Uowing are equiva-

lent:
a)

T is disjointness preserving.

b)

There exists a continuous function h E C(Y) and a continuous map

cp: Coz(h)-+ X (where Coz(h) := {y E Y

h(y)
Tf(y) =
{

y E Caz ( h)

f (cp(y))

O

b)

Proof.

h(y) f 0}) such that

otherwise .

=a) is clear.

To show that a)= b), picky E Y and let 6

y

be the disjointness preserving linear functional given by 6y (f)
for all f E C(Y).

= f(y)

Since the composition of two disjointness preserving

operators is disjointness preserving, by proposition 1.2 there exists a
scalar (depending on y) h(y) and a point x EX s.t. oy

0

T

= h(y) ox.

If h(y) f 0, the point x depends uniquely on y, so there is a function
cp: Coz(h)-+ x s.t. oy o T = h(y) o~(y)·

Tf(y) = 6 oT(f) =
y

= {h(y ) f(cp(y))
0

h(y)
{

0

0

6 ( )(f)
cpy

y E Coz(h)
otherwise .

In other words,
if y E Caz ( h)

otherwise

8

It remains to show that h and cp are continuous .
function which is identically one on X.
Hence h =Te E C(Y).

Let e be the

Then Te(y) = h(y) e(cp (y)) = h(y) .

To show that cp is continuous, pi ck an open set

Uc X and suppose w E cp- 1 (U).

By Urysohn's lemma, there exists a func-

g(cp (w)) = 1 and g(x) = 0 if x f. U.

tion g E C(X) s.t .

Then Tg E C(Y),

Tg(w) = h(w)g( cp(w)) = h(w) f 0 since w E cp- 1 (X) = Coz(h).
if x f. cp- 1 (U), it is clear that Tg(x) = 0.

Furthermore,

Hence w ECoz(Tg) c cp- 1 (U).

Since Tg EC(Y), Coz(Tg) is open, so cp- 1 (U) is open which shows that cp is
continuous.
We now wish to discuss disjointness preserving operators on LP
spaces .

Due to possible measure-theoretic pathologies, a disjointness

preserving operator between LP spaces need not induce a "point map

11

be-

tween the spaces as was the case for C(X) spaces (see [W] pg. 54 for an
example of such pathologies).

For this reason a slightly weaker concept

must be introduced.
By a measure space (X, L, µ),we mean a set X together with a
a-algebra of subsets

L

and a a-additive measureµ.

of (X, L, µ ) will be denoted by L .

The measure algebra

Via the map A + lA, the measure al-

gebra of (X, L, µ ) can be identified with the characteristic functions
00

in L (X, L, µ ).

Thus, if (X, L, µ) and (Y, A, v) are measure spaces, a

(Boolean) a-homomorphism t: ~+A induces a map S from the characteris00

tic functions of L (X,

L,

µ) to those of L°" (Y, A, v).

It is not diffi-

cult to see that S can be extended to simple functions, and then to all
L°" (X,

L,

µ ),and that the map

s:

L°" (X,

00

l: ,

and algebra homomorphism (see [F] sec. 45).
induced by the a-homomorphism t.

µ ) + L (Y,

is a lattice

A, v)

We will call

s

the operator

In non-pathological cases, there exists

9

a map

~:

Y + X, defined

such that Sf(y)

except possibly on a set of measure zero in Y
CX>

= f(~(y))

for all f EL (X, I,µ) and almost all y E Y

(see [Ro] pg. 329).
PROPOSITION 1.4.
and T:

Let (X, I,µ) and (Y, A, v) be finite measure spaces

LP(x, I, µ)

+

Lq(Y, A, v) (1 ~ p,q <

00 )

jointness preserving operator such that {T(lx)}d

be a norm bounded dis-

= {O}.

Then there

CX>

exists a function h E L (Y, A, v) and a a-homomorphism t : I
that Tf

= h ·Sf,

+

A such

00

for aU f E L (X, I,µ), where S denotes the operator

induced by t.

Proof.

For any element A EE, define t: ~+A by t(A) = supp(TlA). If

A and B are disjoint in "I, since T is disjointness preserving we have
It follows that t(AnB) = t(A) nt(B) for

t(AnB) = )2) = t(A) nt(B).
"
arbitrary A,B EI.

Moreover, since supp(Tlx)

preserving we have t(Ac)

=

supp(TlAc) = {supp(TlA)}c, where the c de-

notes the complement of the set.

11

11

It follows from the fact that T is or-

der continuous that t is a a-homomorphism.
operator induced by t.

= Y and T is disjointness

Seth = Tlx and let S be the

It is easy to see that Tf = h ·Sf holds for

characteristic functions and hence for arbitrary functions f E LP(x, I,µ).
Remarks:

1)

The above argument was first used by Lamperti [La] in his

discussion of isometries of LP spaces.

See also [BJ, [Ro] pg. 333,

[Kn].

2)

With appropriate modifications, the above theorem can be extended

to Banach function spaces with order continuous norm, defined on
a-finite measure spaces.
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We now give an important characterization of order bounded disjointness preserving operators, due to M. Meyer ([Ml], [M3], [M4], see also
[Ar 2]).

In particular it states that every disjointness preserving op-

erator which is order bounded is already regular .
THEOREM 1.5.

Let T E £b(E,F) be an order bounded operator between Riesz

spaces E and

F.

The following are equivalent:

a)

T is disjointness preserving

b)

jTfj = jTjfj I for all f EE.

c)

!Tl exists and satisfies !Tl jf j
a)~

Proof .

c):

= jTfl

for al l f E E.

By the Yosida representation theorem ([LZ] 45 . 3), there

exist compact Hausdorff spaces X and Y such that the principal ideals
generated by f and Tf, Jf and JTf can be identified with uniformly dense
subsets of C(X) and C(Y) respectively.

Since Tis order bounded, TIJ
f

can be uniquely extended under the above identification to a disjointness preserving operator Tf: C(X)

+

C(Y).

exists a function h E C(Y) and a continuous
Tff(y)

=

!Tfjf(y)

h(y)
=

f(~(y))

jh(y)j

!Tfl jfj(y).

for all y E Y.

f(~(y)).

b):

Y + X such that

It is clear that !Tfl exists and
=

jh(y)j

jf( ~ (y))j =

It follows that !Tl exists, since it is defined on the
:=

sup jTgj
Ig l~f

and it can be extended linearly to all of E.

~

map~:

Moreover ITffj(y)

positive cone of E by the formula !Tlf

c)

By proposition 1.3, there

=

sup !Tfgj
Ig l~f

=

!Tfjf

Furthermore, for any

Applying c) first to jfj and then to f yields

ITlfl I = !Tl !fl = jTfj.
b)

~a):

It is easy to see that two elements f and g of a Riesz space

11

are disjoint iff if+ Agi = if - Agi for all scalars A (c.f. [LZ] 14.4,

scalars A
iT(f - Ag)i

~

~

Hence, f

14.5 in the real case).
iTf + ATgi

g in E ~ if+ Agi = if - Agi for all

iT(f + Ag)i

=

=

iTif + Agi i

= iTf - ATgi for all scalars

A~

Tf

~

=

iTif - Agi i

=

Tg in F.

The remainder of this chapter will be primarily devoted to deriving
We begin with an easy corollary.

various consequences of theorem 1.5.

COROLLARY 1.6.

Suppose E and Fare Riesz spaces and TE £b(E,F) is dis-

jointness preserving.
i)

If igi ~ ifi

in E, then

iTgi < iTfi in F.
1

ii) If J is an ideal in F then T- (J) is an ideal in E.

In particular,

Ker T is an ideal in E.
Proof.
iTgi

=

i): If igi < ifi in E, then by theorem 1.5,
ITI 191 < iTI ifl

=

ITfi.

ii): Suppose Tf E J and igi

~if!.

Then by i), iTgl

~

iTfi E J, so

1

Tg E J since J is an ideal, which shows that T- (J) is an ideal.
Reca 11 that an operator T : E-+ F between Ri esz spaces E and F is
called a Riesz homomorphism if iTfi

=

Tifi for all f EE.

It is easy to

see that Tis a Riesz homomorphism iff Tf v Tg = T(fvg) iff Tf /\ Tg =
T(f Ag) for all f,g E Re E (c.f. [LZ] 18.3).

There is a simple rela-

tionship between Riesz homomorphisms and disjointness rreserving operators.

12
PROPOSITION 1. 7.

An operator T : E + F between Riesz spaces E and F

'/,S

a Riesz homomorphism iff it is positive and disjointness preserving.

Proof.

If T is a Riesz homomorphism, it is clearly positive and hence

it follows from the definition of a Riesz homomorphism that T satisfies
condition c) of theorem 1.5, so Tis disjointness preserving.
Conversely, if T is positive and disjointness preserving, then by
c) of theorem 1.4 for all f EE, jTfj = !Tl lfl = Tjfl, whence T is a Riesz
homomorphism.
The next result is another version of Meyer s theorem ([Ml], [M3],
1

see also [dP2]), which is occasionally useful.
THEOREM 1 .8.

Let E and F be real Riesz spaces and let T E lb(E,F) be

disjointness preserving.Then there exist Riesz homomorphisms

T+,T- E £b(E,F) such that T
Proof.

Put T+

= T+ - T-

2nd T+f A T-f

=0

for al l f EE .

= t( \T\ + T) and T- = t( \T\ - T). T+ and T are clearly

positive and disjointness preserving, and hence are Riesz homomorphisms.
Furthermore, for any 0 ~ f EE, T+f = H\T\f + Tf) = H\Tf\ + Tf) = (Tf)+.
Similarly, T f = (Tf)-.

Therefore,

T+f

A

T-f = (Tf)+

A

(Tf)- = 0 and

the proof is complete.
THEOREM 1.9.

Let E and F be Riesz spaces.

Then any disjointness preserving operator T E £b(E,F) can be extended to
a disjointness preserving operator

TE £b(E,F),

the Dededind completion of E and F respectively.
uous~

then this extension is unique.

where

E and F denote

If T is order contin-

13

Proof.

The complex case can be reduced to the real case by considering

the real and imaginary parts of T.
real.

Then by theorem 1.8, T

morphisms.

Hence, it can be assumed that T is

= T+ - T- where T+ and T- are Riesz homo-

It follows from the results of [LS 2] that T+ and T- can be
A +

A _

A

•

A

extended to Riesz homomorphisms T and T on E into F.
A

A+

,. . . _

easily that T := T - T is the desired extension.

It now follows

The assertion about

uniqueness is obvious.
We conclude this chapter by saying a few words about an important
recent discovery in the theory of disjointness preserving operators.

In

the special cases discussed in propositions l .2 - 1.4, it is easy to see
using the characterizations proved there that every norm bounded disjointness preserving operator is order bounded and in fact is regular
(theorem l .5).

It is a remarkable fact, due to Abramovich [Ab], that

even a slightly more general result is true.
THEOREM l .10.

Let T:

E + F be a disjointness preseY'Ving operator be-

tween Riesz spaces E and
f n'

gn

+

F.

Suppose that inf (I Tf

0 relative uniformly.

n

n

I + Tg n I)
J

= 0

whenever

Then T is order bounded.

A simple proof of this result can be found in [dP2].

If E and F are

normed Riesz spaces, then theorem l .10 immediately implies that every
norm bounded disjointness preserving operator is order bounded.
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Chapter 2
ORTH OMORPH ISMS
In this chapter, we shall study a special class of disjointness
preserving operators known as orthomorphisms.

On concrete function lat-

tices, orthomorphisms correspond to multiplication operators.
In the first part of the chapter, we state for future reference the
basic properties of these operators.

As these results are well known,

most of the proofs will be omitted.

For proofs and further properties

of orthomorphisms, we refer to [Z], ch. 20.

Other references include

[ L], [dPl], [ABl], [Fl] and [BKW].
In the second part of the chapter, it is shown that every disjointness preserving operator between uniformly complete Riesz spaces has a
local "polar decomposition" (theorem 2.9) into a product of a Riesz
homomorphism and an orthomorphism. Using this result, we prove that
under certain conditions, the range of a disjointness preserving operator is a Riesz subspace (theorem 2.10).

Finally, we prove some exten-

sion theorems for orthomorphisms which will play an important role in
the next chapter.
DEFINITION 2.1.

Let Ebe a Riesz space and let TIE £b( E).

i)

We shall call TI an orthomorphism if for any band BE B(E), n(B) c B.

ii)

We say that TI is a contractor if for all ideals J c E, TI(J) c J.

iii)

We say that TI is in the center of E if there exists a positive

real number A such that ITif I ::: Alf I for all f EE.
We denote the collection of all orthomorphisms on Eby Orth(E),
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the collection of all contractors on Eby

Con(E)and the center of Eby

Z( E).

It is easy to see that n E Orth(E) iff n E £b(E) andnf
f ,g EE such that f

.J..

g.

.J..

g for all

It follows from this that every orthomorphism

is disjointness preserving.

It is also clear that RE) c Z(E) c Con(E)

c Orth(E), where RE) denotes the collection of all band projections on

E.
Recall that an f-algebra A is a Riesz space which is also an algebra that satisfies the following conditions:
1)

If a,b EA+' then ab EA+.

2)

Multiplication by an element a EA is an orthomorphism.

cisely, if a,b,c EA and b

.J..

c, then ca

.J..

band ac

.J..

More pre-

b.

A well-known theorem of Birkhoff and Peirce states that an (Archimedean)
f-algebra is necessarily commutative.
If A and Bare f-algebras, a linear operator T: A+ Bis called an
f-algebra homomorphism if T is both an algebra homomorphism and a Riesz

homomorphism.
We are now ready to state the basic theorem about orthomorphisms.
THEOREM 2.2.

For any Riesz space E, Orth (E) is an f-algebra, where mul-

tiplication is defined by composition and addition and the lattice operations are defined pointwise.
and f E E+ , ( n1 v

n1f

/\

n2 f .

n2

)

In other words, for aU n1,n 2 E Re Orth(E).

f = n1f

v

n 2 f , and ( n 1 /\ n 2

)

f

=

Z(E) and Con(E) are f-subalgebras of Orth(E).

If E is Dedekind complete, then Orth(E) and Z(E) are, respectively,
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the band and ideal generated by the identity operator in £b(E).

If E

is Dedekind (a-Dedekind, uniformly) complete, then Orth(E) and Z(E) are
Dedekind (resp. a-Dedekind, uniformly) complete .
If Eis a Banach lattice, then Z(E)

= Orth(E),

lattice under the operator norm, which is given by

lnl

~A.

Z(E)

~s

a Banach

llnll = inf{ A.

E lR+:

I}, and Z(E) is isometrically and [-algebraically isomorphic to

a space of type C(X) where X is a compact Hausdorff space.

If Eis a uniformly complete (real) Riesz space, and Et and
Orth!I(E) denote the complexification of E and Orth(E) respectively, then
it is easy to see that Orth[(E)

= Orth(E~).

Most of the following re-

sults have been proven for real Riesz spaces; complex versions follow
immediately from the above observation.
It follows from Theorem 2.2 that Orth(E) is commutative.

If E has

the principal projection property, then the converse holds in the sense
that if TE £b(E) and Tn

= nT for all n E Orth(E), then TE Orth(E). In

fact, the following slightly stronger result can be proven .
THEOREM 2.3.

Suppose E is a Riesz space which has the principal pro-

jection property, and T E £b(E) satisfies TP

P E P(E).

= PT

for all projections

Then Tis an orthomorphism.

Another important result is given in the following theorem.
THEOREM 2.4.
uous.

TI1f

Every orthomorphism non a Riesz space E is order contin-

FurtheY'lilore, if Sis a subset of E and n1, TI2 E Orth(E) satisfy

= TI2f

for all f ES, then n1f

= n 2f

for all f E {S}dd.

We next discuss some results about Riesz spaces whose centers
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possess one of the following important properties.
DEFINITION 2.5.
i)

A Riesz space E is said to have an algebraically rich center if for

any f, g EE+ satisfying 0::: g::: f, there exists an operator TT E Z(E)+
such that 0 < TTf < g and TTh = 0 for all h E {f}d.
ii)

A Riesz space E is said to have a transitive center if for all

f, g EE+ satisfying 0::: g ::'. f, there exists an operator TT E Z(R)+ such
that TTf = g andTTh = 0 for all h E {f}d.

Obviously every Riesz space with transitive center has an algebraically rich center.

Also, if E has a transitive center, f, g EE and

jgj ::: lfl, it is easy to see that there exists an operator TT E Z(E) such
that g =TTf.
It follows from [M2], 1 .13 that E has algebraically rich center iff
for every band B c E, there exists an operator 0
TT(E) c B.

~

TT E Z(E)+ such that

Some other characterizations can also be found in [M2].

Our next two results, which are well known, give examples of spaces
with these two properties.
THEOREM 2.6.

Let E be a Banach lattice with a quasi-interior point e.

Then E has an algebraically rich center.

Proof.

Let K be the structure space of E (see [S] III, §4).

identified with a Riesz space of continuous functions

E may be

E on K, whi"ch are
A

infinite on at most a rare subset of K.

For every band B c E,

there

A

exists an open set 8 c K s.t.

B = {f EE: f(x)

~

O for all x E 8}.

By Urysohn's lemma, there exists a function g E C(K) s.t. .
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~

0::: g(x)::: 1 for all x EK and g(x) = 0 for all x
,..._

,,.....

e.

Define

A

TI: E-+ E by Tih = g · h.

A

It is evident that TIE Z(E) and TI(E) c B, which

completes the proof.
The next result is due to Luxemburg([ L] ch. 3; 7.6).
THEOREM 2.7.

Everij Dedekind O-complete Riesz space E has a transitive

center.

Proof.

Suppose f, g EE and

0::: g::: f.

Then by Freudenthal 's spectral

theorem ([LZ] 40.2), for each j E:N, there exists a natural number nj'
constants a. .. and projections P .. (i = 1, 2, ... , nJ.) s.t. the elements
lJ
lJ
nj
gJ.: = 6 a. .. P .. f satisfy 0 < g. t g f-unifonnly in E. Since E has
- J
i =l lJ lJ
the principal projection property, the P .. may be taken to satisfy
, J n.
a. .. P ... We haveTI.h = 0
P;jh = 0 for all h E {f}d. Define Tij =
i=l lJ lJ
J

Z

for all j E :N and h E {f}d, Tij E Z(E) and 0 < TI. t .
-

J

Si nee E and hence

Z(E) is Dedekind o-complete, there exists an element TIE Z(E) s .t.
TI. t TI in Z(E).
J

It is easy to see that Tih = 0 for all h E {f}d and

(TI - TI j )"f + 0 in E.

Thus, \TI f - g \ ::: ( \TI f - TI j f \ + \TI j f - g \ ) + 0 in E,

which shows that TI f = g and proves the theorem.
While a uniformly complete Riesz space need not have a transitive
center (e.g. C[O,l]), the next result says that "locally" this is the
case.

PROPOSITION 2.8.

Suppose E is a uniformly complete Riesz space.

for all f, g EE such that
such that g

= Tif.

0::: g::: f,

Then

there exists an element TIE Z(Jf)
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Proof.

By the Yosida representation theorem ([LZ] 45.4), Jf can be

identified with a C(X) space, where X is a compact Hausdorff space, such
that f is identified with the constant function 1.
by

TI

h

=

Remark:

g · h.

It

is obvious that Tif

=

Define

TIE

Z(C(X))

g.

The above proposition can also be proven without representation

theory, see [dPl] 19.5.
Using a similar argument as above, we now prove a local polar decomposition theorem for disjointness preserving operators.
THEOREM 2.9.

Let E and F be Riesz spaces with F uniformly complete.

Suppose that TE £b(E,F) is disjointness preserving.
there exists an operator TI E Z(JTf) such that Tg

Proof.

Then for all f EE,

= TijTjg

for all g

c Jf.

By the Yosida representation theorem ([LZ] §45), there exist com-

pact Hausdorff spaces X and Y s.t.

Eof

subspace

Jf can be identified with a Riesz

C(X) and JTf can be identified with C(Y).

be considered to be a map

T: E

+

C(Y).

Then TjJf can

Hence, since Tis disjointness

preserving, there exists a continuous function h E C(Y) and a continuous

map~= Y + X s.t. h(y) t 0 and Tg(y) = h(y)g(~(y)) for all g
y E Y.

Define

T= TijTj,

TIE

Z(C(Y)) to be multiplication by

-fil·

EE

and

It is clear that

which proves the theorem.

Remark:

If F is Dedekind complete, a global polar decomposition can be

proved.

Since we will not need this result, the proof will be omitted;

the real case follows easily from theorem 1 .8.
Recall that a Riesz space E is said to have the a-interpolation property if for any sequences {fm} , .{gn} in. E which satisfy fm

t:::

gn +,

there exists in element h E E such that f m -< h -< gn for all m and n.
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Every Dedekind a-complete Riesz space has the a-interpolation property,
and the a-interpolation property, in turn, implies uniform completeness .
In contrast to Riesz homomorphisms, the range of a disjointness preserving operator T need not be a Riesz subspace.
hold even if T is an orthomorphism.

Indeed, this may not

However, if E has the a-interpola-

tion property, then the range of every orthomorphism on E is a Riesz
subspace (in fact, it is even an ideal, see [Z] 146.7, [dPl] 16.4, [HP]).
The next theorem generalizes this to disjointness preserving operators .
THEOREM 2.10.

Let E a:nd F be R{esz spaces and suppose F has t he O- i n-

terpolation property.

Then the range of every disjointness preserving

operator T E ~b(E,F) is a Riesz subspace of F.

Proof.

It suffices to show that f E TE implies \f\ E TE.

suppose f E TE.
Tg

= n\T\g

To this end,

By theorem 2.9, there exists n E Z(JTf) s.t.

for all g E JTf"

Since \T\ is a Riesz homomorphism and Jf is

a Riesz subspace of E, \T\Jf is a Riesz subspace of F.

Thus, n\T\Jf is a

Riesz subspace, since F and hence JTf has the a-interpolation property.
It follows that \f\ En \T\Jf c TE, so TE is a Riesz subspace .
We conclude this chapter by discussing some extension properties of
contractors.
Sc V.

Let S and V be subspaces of a Riesz space E and suppose

Let T: S

+

S be an operator on S.

to V if there exists an operator

T is said to have an extension

T: V + V such that T\s = T.

THEOREM 2. 11 . . Let R be a Riesz subspace of a uni formly comp l ete Rie sz
space E, and let J be the i dea l generated by R.

has a (unique) extension S E Con(J).

Then every S E Con(R)
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Proof.

Suppose g E J.

lg! < !fl.
Tif = g.

Then there is an element f ER which satisfies

By proposition 2.8, there exists an operator TIE Z(Jf) s.t.

Define S: J

J by Sg := TISf.

+

sense since S preserves ideals.

It remains to show that the definition

is independent of the choice of f.
Leth= lfl v if' j.

Note that this definition makes

Suppose f' ER satisfies lgl <if'

I.

There exist elements TI' E Z(Jf') and
1

Tif' Tif''Tig E Z(Jh) s.t. TI f

1

= g, Tifh = f, Tif,h = f' and Tigh = g.

We

have TISf= TISTifh =TI TifSh = TigSh = n' Tif' Sh= TI' STif,h =TI' Sf'.
This shows that

Si~

well defined; it is clear that SE Con(J) and that

this extension is unique.
It has been shown by B. de Pagter ([dPl], 20.1)

that elements of

the center of an ideal in a unifonnly complete Riesz space can be extended to the unifonn closure of that ideal.
from this result and theorem 2.11.

Our next theorem follows

For the sake of completeness, we pre-

sent a proof (see also [Wi 1]).
THEOREM 2. 12.

space E.

Let R be a Riesz subspace of a uniformly complete Riesz

Then every TI E Z(R) has a unique extension

n E Z(J)

to the uni-

formly closed ideal J generated by R.

Proof.

By the last theorem, we only have to show that every

be extended to J, where J denotes the ideal generated by R.
assumed that 0 <TI< I.
s.t.

Jc A cJ and

TI

Define H: = U A0:
Aa. EJ
denote the extensions

Define

J

TI

E Z(J) can

It can be

to be the collection of all ideals A

has an extension TIA to A satisfying 0 ~TIA~ I.
It
b~

is clear that H is solid.
TIA and TIB respectively.

Suppose A,B E

J

and

Since J is order dense
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in A n B, TIA and TIB agree on A n B.

It follows that TI can be extended

to A+ B by defining TIA+B(f+g) = TIAf + TIBg (f EA,g EB).
that H is an ideal, so H E ~.

This shows

Let TI be the extension of TI to H, and let

H be the relative unifonn pseudo-closure of H.
1

It follows from

0 < n< I and the r.u. completeness of E that if fn-+ f r.u.(fn EH,f EE)

thenTifn converges relative

unifonnly. Hence, TI can be extended to H

1
•

It follows that H = H1 , so H is r.u. closed ([LZ] 16.6), which shows
that H = J and the proof is complete.
THEOREM 2.13.

Let R be a Riesz subspace of a Dedekind complete Riesz

space E and suppose TIE Z(R).
element TIE Z({R}dd).

Then TI can be extended uniquely to an

Hence~ TI can be extended to an element TI' E Z(E)

such that TI 1 (E) c {R}dd and TI 1 f = Tif for all f E {R}dd,

Proof.

By theorem 2.11, it can be assumed

may be assumed that

TI

is positive.

exists a net {f0 _} in R s.t. fa.
order continuous,

TI

t

f.

that R is an ideal.

Suppose 0 < f E {R}dd.
Define TI f = sup

TI

fa.

It also

Then there
Since

TI

is

a

i S well defined on {R}+dd and hence has a unique ex-

It is immediate that n E Z({R}dd). The last state- Pf, where P: E-+ {R} dd is the band proment follows by defining TI'f =TI
tension to {R}dd.

jection onto {R}dd.
Remark:

The last theorem can also be obtained by using the vector-valued

Hahn-Banach theorem (see [LSl], [Wi 4]).

Our approach has the advantage

of actually constructing the extension, as well as yielding the intermediate results 2.11 and 2.12.

Some other extension properties of ortho-

morphisms can be found in [dPl] and [Wi 4].
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The proof of the next theorem follows immediately from 2.4, 2.11,
2.12 and 2. 13.

THEOREM 2.14.

Suppose Eis a uniformly complete Riesz space and Risa

Riesz suhspace of E.

Let J and J denote the ideal and closed ideal gen-

erated by R, respectively.

Then Con(R) """Con(J) and Z(R) """Z(J).

If E

is Dedekind complete, then Z(R) """Z({R}dd) and there exists a unique embedding i: Z(R) ~ Z(E) such that i(n)f

=0

for all TIE Z(R) and f ~ {R}d.
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Chapter 3
THE ASSOCIATED HOMOMORPHISMS
It was shown in proposition 1.4 that every bounded disjointness preserving operator between LP spaces has associated with it a Boolean homomorphism between the underlying measure algebras and an f-algebra homomorphism between the corresponding L~ spaces.

The purpose of this chap-

ter is to generalize these results to arbitrary Riesz spaces and to relate the properties of a disjointness preserving operator with those of
its associated homomorphisms.
(l
bra is isomorphic to the

~

p~

~oolean

L~(X, L, µ) is isomorphic to Z(E)

~),

then its underlying measure alge-

algebra of bands of E, 8(E),and

= Orth(E).

Thus, the associated homo-

morphisms of a disjointness preserving operator T E £b(E,F) between arbitrary Riesz spaces will be formulated under appropriate conditions in
terms of a Boolean homomorphism defined on B(E) and an f-algebra homomorphism defined on Z(E)(or Con(E) or, under certain restrictions, Orth(E)).
We first discuss the associated f-algebra homomorphism.

This type

of construction was first introduced by A. W. Wickstead [Wi l] for a lattice homomorphism on a Banach lattice; several authors then gave some
variations on this idea (see [M3] [Sd 2] [Ar 2]).

Theorem 3.1 and corol-

lary 3.2 give generalizations of these results. We then show that the
properties of a disjointness preserving operator are closely linked with
those of its associated f-algebra homomorphism on the center, provided
that the centers of the spaces have sufficiently many elements.
The associated Boolean homomorphism defined on the bands is discussed
in the last part of the chapter, using a construction introduced by
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W.A.J. Luxemburg [L] (definition 3.15).

We then discuss the relation-

ship between a disjointness preserving operator and its two associated
homomorphisms.

The advantage of the associated Boolean homomorphism

over the f-algebra homomorphism is that its properties closely reflect
those of the original operator even without any assumptions on the
However, it is often more difficult to work with than the f-al-

spaces.

gebra homomorphism.
ly in the

Both associated homomorphisms will be used frequent-

last two chapters.

THEOREM 3.1.

Let E and F be Riesz spaces.

Suppose

jointness preserving and TE i s a Riesz subspace of F.
an f-algebra homomorphism T: Orth(E)

-

Remark:

Then there exists

Orth(TE) defined by

-+

T(TT) Tf = Tnf for all TT E Orth(E) and f EE.

T (Con(E))

TE £b(E,F) i s dis-

-

Furthermore, T = ITI ,

c Con(TE) and T(Z(E)) c Z(TE).

The hypothesis that TE is a Riesz subspace holds in particular

wh(n Tis positive or when F has the a-interpolation property (thm. 2.10).
Proof.

Since Ker T is a uniformly closed ideal and each TT E Orth(E)

leaves such ideals invariant ([dP l] 15.2), Tf = 0 implies TTTf = 0.
Hence, Tg =Th implies TTTg = TTTh, which shows that T(TT) is well defined.

It is clearly linear.

Now suppose 0 _::: Tg _::: Tf.

Then by thm. 1.5 and [LZ] 59.l, there

exists an element k E Ker T s.t.

lgl

~

Hence if n e Orth(E),

lfl + k.

IT(n)Tgl = ITngl < ITTT( if l + k)i = IT(n)Tfl so T(TT) is order bounded.
Next, suppose Tf

~

Tg .

By replacing f and g by their absolute

values if necessary, it can be assumed that f,g

~

0.

Define f =f-fAg
1
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and g 1 = g - f /\ g.

Since IT(f Ag) I = ITfl /\ ITgi = 0, it follows that

Tf = Tf' and Tg = Tg'.
we have TTf 1

~

g1 •

As it is clear that f'

~

g', for any TT E Orth(E)

Thus, since Tis disjointness preserving,

0 = ITTTf' I /\ ITg' I = IT(TT)Tf' I /\ ITg'I = IT(TT)Tfl /\ ITgl .

We have there-

fore shown that Tf ~ Tg implies T(TT)Tf ~ Tg, so T(TT) E Orth(E).
For any TT E Orth(E) and f EE s.t. Tf _::: 0 we have IT(TT)!Tf =
jT(TT)Tfi = jTTTfj = i(TjTTjf~= T(jTTj)Tf, so Tis a Riesz homomorphism.
Moreover, for any TT1, TT2 E Orth(E) and f EE, T(TT1TT2)Tf = T TT1TT2f =
T(TT 1 )TTT 2f = f(TT 1 ) T(TT 2)Tf, which shows that T is an f-algebra homomorphism.
Next, we show that T = ITI .
!TEI = I ITIEI, so TE

= !TIE

Note that this makes sense because

since they are both Riesz subspaces of F.

For any TT E Orth(E)+ and f EE s.t. Tf _::: 0, we have T(n)Tf = Tnf
ITlnlfl = ITl-(n) ITI !fl

-

=

= ITI (n) Tf.

It follows that T(n) = ITI (n), whence T = IT!-, since they agree
on the positive cone of Orth(E).
Now suppose that n E Con(E) and J is an ideal in TE.
-

-

1
Then T- (J) is
l

an ideal in Eby corollary 1 .6. Therefore T(n)J = T(n)T(T- (J))
1
1
Tn (T- {J)) c T(T- (J)) = J. Hence T(n) E Con(TE).

=

Finally, suppose n E Z(E), so there exists a positive real number A
s.t. jnfl

~A.if!

IT(n)Tfj

=

algebras.

Then for any f EE,

jTnfl = ITI jnfl ~A.IT! I-fl= AjTfl, which shows that

T(n) E Z(E).
Remark:

for all f EE .

This completes tile proof.

Theorem 3.1 has an interesting application to the theory offIf A is an f-algebra, A can be canonically embedded in Orth(A)

by the map i : f

1-7

nf, where nf is defined as nf(g) = f · g for all g EA.
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Now suppose A and Bare f-algebras, and T: A-+ B is a surjective f-algebra homomorphism.

It is easy to see that T(Tif)

= TITf

for all f EA,

which gives the following commutative diagram:

-

T

Orth(A)-----Orth(B)

------,....B
T

In other words, every surjective f-algebra homomorphism T: A-+ B can be
extended (under the canonical embedding) to an f-algebra homomorphism
T: Orth(A) -+ Orth(B).
If we restrict our attention to Con(E) and Z(E), we can obtain a
better result than theorem 3.1 by applying the extension theorems proved
in the last chapter.
COROLLARY 3.2.

(c.f. [Wi 1], [M3], [Sd2], [Ar2])

Let E and F be Riesz spaces with F uniformly complete, and suppose

T E £b(E,F) is disjointness preserving.

Denote the ideal and uniformly

closed ideal generated by TE in F by J and J respectively.
i)

There exists a (unique) f-algebra homomorphism T: Con(E) -+ Con(J)

such that T(TI)T = T TI for all TI E Con(E).
ii)

-

There exists a (unique) f-algebra homomorphism T : Z(E)-+ Z(J) such

that T(TI)T

= TTI

for all TIE Z(E).

Furthermore, in both i) and ii) we have

T = !Tl .
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Proof.

If Tis positive, i) follows immediately from theorems 3.1 and

2.11. For an arbitrary disjointness preserving operator T, define T = IT I
(note that the ideals generated by TE and \T\E in Fare the same).
must show that T(n)T =nT for all n E: Con(E) .

By theorem 2.9, for every

f EE there exists an operator nf E Z(JTf) such that Tf = nf\Tjf.
fore, Tnf = nf\T\nf = nf T(n) \T\f = T(n) nf \T\f = T(n)Tf.
i).

We

There-

This proves

The second statement follows from the first and from theorem 2.12.
We now consider the relationship between a disjointness preserving

operator T and its associated f-algebra homomorphism T defined in the
theorems given above.

Since we are primarily interested in the T map de-

fined on the center, we single it out in the following definition.
DEFINITION 3.3.

Let E and F be Riesz spaces with F uniformly complete

and let TE ~b(E,F) be disjointness preserving.
bra homomorphism T: Z(E)

+

We shal l ca l l the f-alge-

Z(JTE) defined in coro U ary 3.2 the associat-

ed operator of T.
Warning:

In the end of this chapter, we will slightly modify the defini-

tion of the associated operator.

See page 38.

We now wish to relate the properties of a disjointness preserving

-

operator T with those of its associated operator T.

-

However, if the

center of the domain or range of Tis trivial (i.e. consists of scalar
multiples of the identity operator only) then it is clear that the prop-

-

erties of T cannot be reflected accurately in T.

Hence, in the following

we will typically need a condition which connects a Riesz space with its
center.

Two such conditions have already been defined (definition 2.5).
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We give two more such conditions below.
DEFINITION 3.4.
iJ

Let E be a Riesz space.

We say that E has a regular center if it follows from Tia + 0 in Z(E)

that naf + 0 in E for aU f E E+.
ii)

We say that E has a uniformly rich center if for every uniformly

closed ideal J c E there exists a non-zero element TI E Z(E) such that
TI( E) c J.

The condition that a Riesz space has regular center is very weak.
In fact, the author does not know of an example of a Riesz space which
does not have a regular center.

It is clear that every Riesz space whose

center is trivial has regular center, and our next result, due to Meyer
[M2], shows the same is true when the center is algebraically rich.
PROPOSITION 3.5.

Every Riesz space E whose center &s algebraically rich

has a regular center.

Proof.

Suppose na

+

0 in Z(E) but nae_::: f > 0 for some e,f EE+ and all a.

Since Z(E) is algebraically rich, there exists an element n E Z(E) such
that 0 < ne< f and Tih
for all g E {e}dd.

= 0 for all h E {e}d. By theorem 2.4, nag _:::ng_?O

Therefore, sinceTih = 0 for all h E {f}d, na->TI> 0,

a contradiction.
In constrast to regularity of the center, the condition that a space
has

uniformly rich center is quite strong.

Any Banach lattice with order

continuous norm as well as any Dedekind complete Banach lattice with a
quasi-interior point has uniformly rich center.

It seems to be unknown

whether or not every Dedekind complete Riesz space (or Banach lattice) has
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uniformly rich center.
THEOREM 3.6.

Let E and F be Riesz spaces and let T E ~b(E,F) be disSuppose E has a trans iti ve center and JTE has a

jointness preserving .
regular center.

Then T is order continuous iff its associated operator

- i s order continuous.
T
It should be remarked that the theorem holds in particular when E
and F are Dedekind cr-complete.
Suppose Tis order continuous and na. + 0 in Z(E).

Proof .

ter of E is transitive, it is algebraically rich.
3.5, na.f + 0 for all f EE+.

Since the cen-

Thus, by proposition

Hence, since T is order continuous,

T(na.)Tf = T na. f + 0.
n = 0

on TE.

This shows that if 0 -< n -< T(na. ) for all a., then
It now follows from theorem 2.4 that n = 0 on JTE' whence T

is order continuous.

-

Conversely, suppose T is -Order continuous, and f >fa.
Since E has transitive center there exist elements 0
that na.f

since JTE

0 in E.

na. E Z(E) such

= fa. and na.h = 0 for a11 h E {f} d. ·Then na.g order converges to

zero for all gin the order dense set {f }
in Z(E).

~

+

U

{f }d, which shows that na. + 0

Since Tis order continuous T(na.) + 0 in Z(JTE).
has regular center, T fa. = Tna. f = T(na.)Tf

+

Therefore,

0 in order, which

shows that T is order continuous.
Example .

This example shows that the assumption on E given in the last

theorem is essential.

Let Ebe the Riesz space of all continuous, piece-

wise linear functions on [O,l] and let F be the Riesz space of all bounded
functions on [O,l].

Let T: E + F be the natural embedding.

It is clear
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that T is not order continuous.

However, Z(E) consists of scalar multi-

ples of the identity operator (see [L] ch. 3, thm. 8.2), so Tis order
continuous.
THEOREM 3.7.

Let E and F be uniformly complete Riesz spaces.

Suppose

- ConT E J:b(E,F) is disjointness preserving with associated operator T.
sider the following statements:
a)

T

b)

T is injective.

~s

Then a)

injective.

~

b).

If the center of E is algebraically rich and any one of

the following conditions are satisfied, then b)

~a),

so a) and b) are

equivalent.
i)

T is order continuous.

-

ii) T is surjective

and E has transitive center.

iii) E has uniformly rich center.
i v)

E and F are Banach lattices and E has a quasi-interior point.

Proof .

Suppose T is not injective.

Pick 0 f n E Ker T.

exists an element 0 f f EE s.t. nf f 0.

Then there

Since Tnf = T(n) Tf = 0,

T is not injective.
Now suppose that the center of E is algebraically rich and that T
is not injective.

If i) holds, then Ker Tis a band, so there exists an

element OrfnE Z(E) such that n(E) c Ker T since Z(E) is algebraically
rich.

Similarly, if (iii) holds, then there is an element 0 -f n

such that n(E) c Ker T since Ker Tis a uniformly closed ideal.

~

Z(E)
In
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either case we have T(n) Tf = Tnf = 0 for all f EE, so T(n) = 0 and
hence T is not injective.
If ii) holds and Tis injective, then Tis invertible and hence order continuous.

By theorem 3.6 and part i) proved above, Tis injec -

tive.
Finally, suppose E and Fare Banach lattices and E has quasi-interior point e.
ment f EE.

Suppose T is not injective so Tf

= 0 for some non-zero ele-

Since Ker Tis an ideal, it can be assumed that 0 < f < e.

By theorem 2.6 there exists an operator n E Z(E)+ such that ne< f and
ng = 0 for all g E {f}d.
which it follows that T(n)
Remark:

Hence, 0 = IT If~ ITine = T(n) ITie~ 0, from

= 0, since Te is quasi-interior to JTE.

The equivalence of a) and b) was first observed for a lattice

homomorphism between Banach lattices with quasi-interior points by Wickstead [Wi l] .
We next wish to investigate the duality relationships of disjointness preserving operators.

If E is a Riesz space, we will denote the

order dual of E (i.e. the Riesz space of all order bounded linear functionals on E) by E* .

If T E .l:b(E,F), where E and Fare Riesz spaces, we

will denote the order adjoint of T by T* (i.e T* E .l:b(F * ,E * ) is the restriction of the algebraic adjoint to F* ).

The following result is due

to W. Arendt [Ar 2].
PROPOSITION 3.8.

Let T E .l:b(E,F) be a disjointness preserving operator

between Riesz spaces E and F.

Proof.

Then IT * l

For any 0 < f EE and 0

~

=

IT I* .

µ EE * we have
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(f,IT * Jµ) = (f,

sup IT *vi)> sup I (f,T *v)I = sup I (Tf,v)I
Iv I~µ
- Ivi <µ
lvJ~µ

= (ITfl, µ) = (JTlf, µ) = (f,ITI *µ) > sup (f,JT *vi). Since the second
- lvl~µ
and the last expression are the same, equality must hold throughout. It
follows that ITI * = IT * I.
DEFINITION 3.9.

A positive operator T E £b(E,F) where E and Fare Riesz

spaces, is said to be interval preserving (or has the Maharam property)
if for aU f E E+ and aU g E F satisfying 0 < g < T f , there exists an
element f' E E such that 0

~

f'

~

f and T f' = g.

Our next result is essentially a special case of the luxemburg-Schep
11

Radon-Nikodym

11

theorem (see [LS 1] or [L] ch 4, 4.1).

We include an

alternate proof of this result.
PROPOSITION 3.10.

Let E and F be Riesz spaces, and suppose that Eis

Dedekind complete and F has a transitive center.
order continuous positive operator.

Let T E £b(E,F) be an

Then T is interval preserving iff

for every TI E Z( F), there exists an element TI 1 E Z( E) such that TIT f =
T TI 1 f for aU f E E.

In particular, an order continuous Riesz homomor-

phism T is interval preserving iff its associated operator T is surjective.

Proof.

Suppose that for all TIE Z(F), there exists TI' E Z(E) s.t.

TIT= TTI', and let 0 < g < Tf (f EE+, g E F+).

Then there exists an

operator TIE Z(F) s.t. g = TITf, and hence an operator TI' E Z(E) s.t.
g = TTif, so T is interval preserving.
Conversely, suppose T is interval preserving.

Pick a disjoint order
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basis {f 0}
for E (see [LZ] pg. 163). It can be assumed that f 0 _:: 0
oES
for all o ES. Pick TI E Z(F) and, without loss of generality, it can be
assumed that 0 <TI< I.

Then for each o E S we have 0 -< TIT f 0 <
Tf0 .
-

Since Tis interval preserving, there exists an element g0 e E s.t.
0 ~ g0 ~ f 0 and Tg 0 = TIT f 0 .
By theorem 2. 7 there exists an operator TI0 E Z(E) s.t. TI0f 0 = g0 and TI0h = 0 for all h E {f 0}d. Now suppose 0<x<f0 for some o ES. Then there exists an operator TIX E Z(E)
s.t.

= X• We have TTI0 x = TTI,..,.Tixf,..,.= f(TI x )TTI0 f 0 = T(TIx )Tg 0 =

TIxf 0

'J

T(nX )nT f 0 = TITnXO
f = nTx.
n' = sup n .
oES

o

'J

Thus, TTI,..,.x
= nT x for all x E Jf .
-..;

Define

0

It fo 11 ows from the above that TIT x = T TI' x for a11 x in the

(order dense) ideal generated by the f 0.

Since T,n and n' are order con-

tinuous, it follows that nT y = Tn' y for all y EE.
It was first observed by T. Ando that the property of being interval
preserving is

11

almost dual to the property of being a Riesz homomorphism
11

(see [Lo2], [LSl], [SJ III, prob. 24).
of this

result .

lute weak topology.

We wish to give a variation

To do so, we need to introduce the notion of the

11

abso-

11

Suppose that E is a Riesz space whose order dual E* separates the
points of E.

Recall that the absolute weak topology on E is the locally

convex-solid Hausdorff topology generated by the Riesz seminorms

*
µ : µEE}

where pµ (x) :=!µ!(Ix!) for x EE. A linear functional IJ on
E is continuous with respect to the absolute weak topology iff µ is order
{p

bounded.

For proofs and further information, see [AB] pg. 40-41.

PROPOSITION 3.11.

Let E and F be Riesz spaces and suppose the order dual

F* separates the points of F.

Let T E £b(E,F) be a positive operator.
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Then the order adjoint T* is a Riesz homomorphism iff for all positive
elements e EE+

T[O,e]lcrl= [O,Te], where T[O,e]lcrl denotes the closure of

T[O,e] in the absolute weak topology.
Proof.

For simplicity, we will assume that E and F are real Riesz spaces.

Suppose T* is a Riesz homomorphism.

Pick f E F+ and suppose f ~ T[O,e]lcrl.

By the geometric Hahr-Banach theorem (c.f. [Ru] thm. 3.4), there exists a
linear functional µ E F* and a real

number~

such that µ(f) >a> µ(g) for

all g E T[O,e]. Since T* is. a homomorphism and f ~ 0,
+
*
* +
*+
+
µ (f) > µ(f) >a> sup T µ(h) = (T µ) (e) = T µ (e) = µ (Te), which
hE[ 0, e]
shows that f ~ [O,Te].
Conversely, suppose that T[O,e]l 0 1= [0,Te] for all e EE+. Then for any
sup µ(g)=
µ E F* we have (T *µ) +(e) = sup T*µ(h) = sup µ(Th) =
h E[ 0 , e]
h E[ 0 , e]
gE[O,Te]
µ + (Te) = T*µ+ (e) which shows that T* is a homomorphism.
PROPOSITION 3. 12.

Let E and F be Dedekind complete Riesz spaces and sup-

pose T E £b(E,F) is an order continuous Riesz homomorphism.

Consider the

following two statements:
a)

T is interval preserving

b)

The order adjoint T* is a Riesz homomorphism.

Then a)

~

b).

If the order dual F* separates the points of F, then b)

~

a) so the two statements are equivalent.

Proof.

a)~

b) follows from proposition 3.11.

Conversely, suppose F*

separates the points of F and that T* is a Ri esz homomorphism.
and suppose 0 < g <Te for some g E F.

Pi ck e EE+

By proposition 3.11 there exists a
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net {ga}aEA s.t. ga
ment ha EE s.t. 0
fa=~ h~.

+

g lcrl(E,E * ), and for each a EA there exists an ele-

~ha~

e and Tha = ga.

For any a EA, define

Note that e _::fat, so there exists an element f EE+ s.t.

fa t f in E because E is Dedekind complete.

Since T is an order continu-

ous Riesz homomorphism, Tf = T sup inf ha= sup inf Th= lim inf g = g,
a ~>a.
a ~>a.
a
a
o.
which shows that T is interval preserving.
We collect the preceding results in the following theorem.
THEOREM 3.13.

Let E and F be Dedekind complete Riesz spaces and suppose

T E ~b(E,F) is an order continuous disjointness preserving operator.

Con-

sider the following statements:
a)

\Tl &s interval preserving

b)

TE is an ideal in F.

c)

The associated operator T &s surjective.

d)

The order adjoint IT! * is a Riesz homomorphism.

e)

T* is disjointness preserving
Then

~

a), b) and c) are equivalent, as are dJ and e).

Furthermore a)

dJ and if the order dual F* separates the points of F then d)

~

a) so

all five statements are equivalent.

Proof.

a)

satisfy \g\

~

c) is proposition 3.10.

~IT

fl.

a)

~

b):

Suppose f E E and g E F

Then there exists an element · h EE+ s.t. Th= lgl.

By theorem 2.7, there exists an operator TIE Z(F) s.t. g = TI\gl =TIT h.
By c), there exists an operator TI' e Z(E) s.t.
shows that TE is an ideal.

g =TIT h = TTI' h, which
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b)

~a)

follows from JT fJ = JTJ JfJ.

osition 3.8.

a)~

d)

~

e) is obtained by applying prop~a)

d) follows from proposition 3.12 as does d)

when

F* separates the points of F.
Remark:

The assumption in theorem 3.13 that F is Dedekind complete is

e~

Indeed, if E = C[O,l] there are elements of Z(E) (whence their

sential.

adjoints are in Z(E * )) whose ranges are not even Riesz subspaces.
If E is a uniformly complete Riesz space, its center is uniformly
complete and has a strong order and algebra unit I.

Hence Z(E) is f-alge-

braically isomorphic to a space of the type C(K), where K is a compact
Hausdorff space.

If T E £b(E,F) is disjointness preserving, then its asso-

ciated operator T can thus be considered as an f-algebra homomorphism

T:

C(X)

+

C(Y), where X and Y are compact Hausdorff spaces, C(X) """Z(E)

and C(Y) """Z(JTE).
Cflr: Y + X s. t.

Hence, by proposition 1.3, there is a continuous map

T f(x) = f(Cflr(x)) for all f E C(X).

We now investigate

the relationship between T and Cflr·
THEOREM 3. 14.

Let E and F be Dedekind complete Riesz spaces and suppose

TE £b(E,F) is disjointness preserving.
"""Z(JTE) """ C(Y) and let

~:

Identify Z(E) """C(X) and Z({TE}dd)

Y + X be the continuous map as defined above.

a)

T is order continuous iff Cf1 is an open mapping.

b)

If T is injective then

'fir

is surjective.

Conversely, if

ci:r

is surjec-

tive and any of conditions i) - iv) listed in theorem 3.7 is satisfied,
then T is injective.
c)

If T is order continuous, then TE is an ideal &n F iff

~T

&s injective.
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Proof.

Statement a) follows immediately from theorem 3.6 and [SJ III 9.3;

b) follows from theorem 3.7 and [SJ III 9.3.
~Tis

To prove c), first suppose that
Y1, Y2 E Y, ~T(Y1)

= ctlr(Y2). Then for all f E C(Y), Tf(y1) = Tf(y2). It

follows from Urysohn s lemma that T is not
1

rem 3. 13

not injective, so for some

~urjective,

and hence by theo-

TE is not an ideal.

Conversely, suppose that ctlr is injective.

-

By factoring out the ker-

nel of T if necessary, it can be assumed that T is injective and hence ctlr
is surjective ([SJ III 9.3), i.e.

~is

Tis invertible and hence surjective.
Remark:
[NJ.

a homeomorphism.
By theorem 3.13,

This says that
TE is an ideal.

The previously mentioned result [SJ III 9.3 was proved by Nagel

Some other related results can be found in [Wi 2J.
Let E and F be Dedekind complete Riesz spaces and let T E £b(E) be

disjointness preserving.

Then by theorem 2.14, the associated operator

can be considered as a map
TT

E Z(E) and f E{TE}d.

T:

Z(E}

+

Z(F) such that T(n)f = 0 for all

From this point on, the associated operator Twill

always mean the map T : Z( E)

-+

Z{ F) constructed in this manner.

Since P E P(E) iff P E Z(E) and P2

= P (where P(E) denotes the col-

lection of all band projections on E), for any P E P(E), T(P) E P(F).

In

fact, since T is an f-algebra homomorphism, the restriction of T to P(E)
is a Boolean homomorphism from P(E) into P(F).

By identifying P(E) and

P(F) with their respective Boolean algebras of bands, T induces a Boolean
homomorphism from a(E) to a(F), which will be denoted by T*.
There is another way for T to induce a map from a(E) into a(F) which
requires no completeness assumption.

It was introduced for Riesz
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homomorphisms by Luxemburg ([L] ch 3, sec. 3).
DEFINITION 3.15.

Let TE £b(E,F) be a disjointness preserving operator

between Riesz spaces E and F.

{TB}dd

We define tT: 6(E)

6(F) by tT(B)

+

=

(B E a(E)).

If no ambiguity will arise, we will denote tT simply by t.

It should

be remarked that tT is not always a Boolean homomorphism (for examples see
[L]).

The final goal of this chapter is to investigate the relationship

of T,T* and tT.
PROPOSITION 3.16.

Let E and F be Dedekind complete Riesz spaces, and sup-

pose T E £b(E,F) is disjointness preserving.

= tT

Then T*

so in particu-

lar tT is a Boolean homomorphism.

Proof.

Let B E a(E) with corresponding projection P.

Then

tT(B) = {TB}dd = {TPE}dd = {T(P)TE}dd = T(P){TE}dd = T(P)E =T*(B).
PROPOSITION 3.17.

Let TE £b(E,F) be an order continuous disjointness

preserving operator between Riesz spaces E and F.

Let

Tbe

Dedekind completions of E and F respectively and let

t of T (theorem 1.9).

tension to

Let T*: 3(E)

morphism induced by the associated operator of

tT: 3(E)

+

+

Eand F be

the

the unique ex-

3(F) be the Boolean ho-

T as

defined above and

B(F) be the map given in definition 3.14.

Then tT is a Boo-

lean homomorphism which corresponds, under the identification of 6(E) and

3(F) with a(E) and 2(F) to
Proof.

T*.

Since T and hence T is order continuous, it is clear that the

bands generated by TE and

IE

in

F are

the same.

Therefore, tT can be

identified with tT under the canonical identification on B(E) and B(F)
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with a(E) and a(F).
LEMMA 3.18.

Applying proposition 3.16 to tr yields the result.

Let E and F be Riesz spaces, TE £b(E,F) be disjoin-tness pre-

serving and suppose E has the principal projection property.

Then the as-

sociated operator T is order continuous iff the restriction of

-

T to

the

order projections P(E) is order continuous.

Proof.

If T is order continuous, then obviously TIP(E) is order continu-

ous.
Conversely, suppose TIP(E) is order continuous and suppose I~na. • 0
in Z(E).

Suppose there exists an element n 0 E Z(E) s.t.

Pick s > 0 and let P

'a.
Note that Pc,a.
•a. 0 in Z(E) and that sl + P
""
s,a.-> n a. for all a..
E

+

(n - EI) .

T(n)
a. ->no ->O.
be the projections onto the carrier bands of

Hence, since f(Ps,a) •a 0,
that n 0

=

sl ~no~ 0.

As s is arbitrary, this implies

0 and completes the proof.

The final result of this chapter was obtained, with a different proof,
by Luxemburg [L].
THEOREM 3.19.

Let E and F be Riesz spaces and suppose TE £b(E,F) is

disjoin-tness preserving.

Then T is order continuous iff tT is an order

continuous Boolean homomorphism.

Proof.

"
If T is order continuous, so is its extension T
E £b(E,F) to the

Dedekind completion of E.
and the lemma.

Hence, T*

is order continuous by theorem 3.8

It follows immediately from propositions 3.16 and 3.17

that tT is an order continuous Boolean homomorphism.
Conversely, suppose tT is an order continuous Boolean homomorphism
and let

T be any extension of T to E. Define t: a(E)

-+

6(F) by
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F. Since tis an order continuous Boolean homomorphism, so is t. Furthermore, since TB c TB
t( IS ) = {TB}dd, where the

11

dd

11

is taken in

t(B) c tT(B) for all B E B(E) (where

B is

defined to be {B}dd(E)) .

proposition 3. 16 tT is a Boolean homomorphism.
(t(B))d(f)

Hence, t(Bd(E))

By

=

~ tT(B)d(f) = tT(Bd(~)) for· all B E e(E). Combining the two

inclusions yields t

= tr. Since tf = T* and t is order continuous, the
A

A

restriction of the associated operator of T to P(E) is order continuous .
By lemma 3.18 and theorem 3.6 Tis order continuous, and hence Tis order
continuous as well.
Remark:

If Tis order continuous, analogues of theorems 3.7 and 3.13
"

can easily be obtained for tT in place of T.
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Chapter 4
BI-DISJOINTNESS PRESERVING OPERATORS
This chapter studies a special type of disjointness preserving operator which is given in definition 4.1 below.

The main object of this

chapter is to decompose such operators into simple components whose properties can be easily analyzed (see theorems 4. 13 and 4.19).
DEFINITION 4. 1.

Let Ebe a Riesz space.

We will say that an order con-

tinuous Riesz homomorphism T E ~b(E) is bi-disjointness preserving if
for every f ,g EE+ satisfying 0 < g < Tf, there exist a net {ha} such
that Tha

g in order.

~

A disjointness preserving operator will be called bi-disjointness
preserving if its absolute value is bi-disjointness preserving.

It is clear that the ha in the preceding definition can be taken to
satisfy 0 -< ha< f. Our first goal is to show that under certain conditions an order continuous disjointness preserving operator is bi - disjointness preserving iff its adjoint is disjointness preserving .
observation justifies the definition given these operators.

This

We first

give an important, though somewhat technical, characterization of bidisjointness preserving operators.
PROPOSITION 4.2.

Let T E ~b(E) be an order continuous disjointness pre-

serving operator on a Riesz space E.

A

Let E be the Dedekind completion of

A

A

E and let T be the (unique) extension of T to E.
A

A

Then T is bi-disjoint-

A

ness preserving iff TE is an ideal in E.

Proof.
T is

It can be assumed that T is a Riesz homomorphism.
bi-disjointness preserving and

O

<

Suppose

f, g E E satisfy
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o

9

<

<

ft.

Then there exists an element

net {ga} in E such that ga t

g~

Tf.

f

and a

Since T is bi-disjointness preserv-

ing, for each a there exists a net {hap}pEB in E such that 0
and Thap ~ ga in order.

Define

n = sup {inf

a,p y>p
p,yEB

continuous Riesz homomorphism, Th = g, so

hay}.

h EE

ha E E such that 0

~

ha

such that Th
" .

t

h and thus

f

Since T is an order

TE is an ideal.

Conversely, suppose TE is an ideal and 0 < g < Tf in E.
exists an element

~ hap~

= g. Hence, there
g = T sup ha = sup

Then there

exist elements
Tha' which shows

that T is bi-disjointness preserving.
COROLLARY 4.3.

Let E be a Dedekind complete Riesz space whose order dual

E* separates the points of E.
jointness preserving operator.

Let T E £b(E) be an order continuous disThe following are equivalent:

a)

T is bi-disjointness preserving,

b)

TE is an ideal in E_.

c)

T* is disjointness preserving.

Proof.

The corollary follows immediately from theorem 3.13 and proposi-

tion 4.2.
Example.

Let X be an extremely disconnected compact Hausdorff space,

and let E = C(X).

Then every disjointness preserving operator T E £b(E)

is of the form Tf(x) = h(x)f(cp(x)), where h E C(X) and cp: Coz('h)

~

X.

It follows from theorem 3.14 and corollary 4.3 that Tis bi-disjointness
preserving

iff

cp

is injective and an open mapping.
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If E is not Dedekind complete, we can at least obtain the following
result.
PROPOSITION 4.4.
points of E.

Let E be a Riesz space such that E* separates the

If T E £b(E) is an order continuous disjointness preserv-

ing operator and T* is also disjointness preserving then T is bi-disjointness preserving.

Proof.

Since E* separates the points, every absolute weakly convergent

net converges in order.

The result now follows from propositions 3.11,

3.12 and the definition of bi-disjointness preserving operators.
Besides the Dedekind complete case, there is one other situation
where a dual formulation of bi-disjointness preserving operators can be
given.

Recall that a normal i ntegra l of a Riesz space E is an order con-

tinuous linear functional on E.

*
normal integrals by En.

We shall denote the collection of all

It is well known that En* is a band in E* and

hence is itself a Dedekind complete Riesz space.

If T E £b(E) is order

*
continuous, then we will denote the restriction of T* to En* by Tn.

Note

*
that Tn* E £b(En).
PROPOSITION 4.5.
points of E.

Suppose E is a Riesz space such that E* separates the
n

Then an order continuous operator T E £b(E) is bi-disjoint-

ness preserving iff T and Tn* are disjointness preserving.

Proof.

Let T E £b(E) be an order continuous disjointness preserving op-

erator and let

Tbe

its extension to

E,

the Dedekind completion of E.

It

is easy to see that each element of En* can be extended uniquely to "E so
that En* and "*
En are Riesz isomorphic.

It follows that Tn* is disjointness
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"* is disjointness preserving.
preserving iff Tn

Therefore, by theorem 3.13

"" is an ideal iff Tn
"* is disjointness preserving iff Tn*
and [LSl] 4.1, TE
is disjointness preserving, which proves the result.
We now introduce the four basic types of bi-disjointness preserving
operators.
DEFINITION 4.6.

Let T E ~b(E) be a bi-disjointness preserving operator

on a Riesz space E.

T is said to be quasi-i"nvertible if T is injective and {TE}dd = E.

i)

ii) T is said to be of forward shift type if T is injective and

n
{TnE}dd =
n=l

iii)

{O}.

T is said to be of backward shift type if V Ker Tn = E and
n=l

{TE}dd = E.

n

{TnE}dd =
T is said to be hypernilpotent if V Ker Tn = E and
n=l
n=l

iv)

Remark:

{ 0 }.

It is easy to see that a bi-disjointness preserving operator has

one of the four properties listed in the above definition iff its extention to the Dedekind completion of E has the same property (c.f. propositions 3.16 and 3.17).
Example.

<X>

Let E = t (ll) be the Riesz space of all bounded, doubly in<X>

Pick a weight sequence {w }
E E and let T be the
n n=-oo
<X>
<X>
weighted bilateral shift operator T{xn} n=-""= {wnxn+l} n=-"" . It is clear
finite sequences.

that T is bi-disjointness preserving.
wn

t

Then T is quasi-invertible iff

0 for all integers n Ell and invertible iff there exists a constant

c > 0 s.t. wn > c for all n Ell.

Tis hypernilpotent iff for each
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integer n there exists integers n1 , n2 s.t. n1 < n < n2 and
wni = wn2 = 0. Let A= {{xn} EE: xn = 0 Vn _< 0} and B =Ad. The
restriction of T to A is of forward shift type iff w 1 0 for all
n

n E

~.

The restriction of T to B is of backward shift type iff

wn 1 0 for all integers n ~ O.
We begin our discussion of these four classes by describing the
duality relationship between them.

E.

Then the set

s0

:= {l!'E'.En* :lf'(f) =0 for all f ES} will be called

the annihilator of S.
0

Let S be a subspace of a Riesz space

Similarly, if A is a subspace of E* ,
n

A := {f EE : lf'(f) = 0 for all

If'

EA} will be called the pre-annihilator

* .then
If S is an ideal in E and A is an ideal in En,

of A.

bands in E*n and E, respectively.

The following

s0

and 0 A are

simple relationship be-

tween the ideals and the annihilators was first observed by Luxemburg and
Zaanen [LZl].
PROPOSITION 4.7.
points of E.

Let Ebe a Riesz space and suppose En* separates the

Then for any ideal S in E and any ideal A in

<,

0

{

S0 } = Sdd

and { 0 A} 0 = Add.

Proof.

Since 0 {S 0 } is a band which contains S, Sdd c

other hand, by the bipolar theorem ([Sl] IV; 1.5),

0

0

{S 0 }.

On the

*
{S 0 } is the o(E,En)

But since En* separates the points of E, every band in E is
* closed ([Z] 106.1). Hence 0 {S 0 } c Sdd , so 0 {S 0 } = Sdd . The
o(E,En)
closure of S.

second statement is proved similarly (c.f. [Z] 106.2).
If En* separates the points of E and T E ib(E) is order continuous,

* *

then it is easy to see that Ker T = 0 {T En}
4.12 and [Sl] IV 2.3).

*

.

and Ker Tn = {TE} 0 (c.f. [Ru]

Using these facts, we can easily prove the
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following duality relationships.
THEOREM 4.8.

Let T E £b(E) be a bi-disjointness preserving operator on

a Riesz space E and suppose En*
bi-disjointness preserving.
i)

Then Tn* is

Furthermore:

T is quasi-invertible iff Tn* is quasi-invertible
T is of foPWard shift type iff Tn* is of backward shift type

ii)

Tis of backward shift type iff Tn* is of foPWard shift type

iii)
iv)

separates the points of E.

T is hypernilpotent iff T*n is hypernilpotent.

Proof.

It follows from [LSl] 4.1 that Tn* is bi-disjointness preserving.

By proposition 4.4 and the above remarks we have
(1)

Ker T* = {TE} 0 = f{{TE} 0 }} 0 = {{TE}dd}o and
n

(2)

* dd
*
Hence, {TE }dd = E iff Ker T~ = {0} and Ker T = {0} iff {Tn* En}
= En
This proves i).

By [Ko] pg. 247 (6), proposition 4.7 and formulas (1)

and (2) we have:
( 3)

k}

{

\/co Ker T
k=l

0

=

nco {Ker

k

T}

0

k=l

co

*

k

VKer (Tn).
k=l
Statements ii), iii) and iv) now follow immediately from the definitions
and formulas (1) through (4).
Quasi-invertible operators can be characterized as precisely those
disjointness preserving operators whose associated operator is an
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isomorphism.
PROPOSITION 4.9.

Let Ebe a Dedekind complete Riesz space and let

T E ~b(E) be disjointness preserving.

The following are equivalent:

a) T is quasi-invertible.
b)

The associated operator T is an f-algebra isomorphism of Z(E) onto

itself.
c)

The restriction of T to the projection bands is a Boolean isomorphism

of r(E) onto itself.

Proof.

a)= b).

Since {TE}dd

= E and TE is an ideal, Tis surjective

by theorems 2.14 and 3.13, and injective by theorem 3.7.
b) = a).
of T.

Since T is surjective, the projection P onto {TE}d is in the range

But it follows immediately from the definition of T that its range

must be disjoint from P, whence {TE}dd
ideal.

=

E.

By theorem 3. 13, TE is an

Since T is invertible, it is order continuous, so T is order con-

tinuous by theorem 3.6.

It therefore follows from theorem 3.7 that T is

injective and hence is quasi-invertible.
b) = c).

If P E P(E), then (T(P)/ 2

this shows that T(P) E r(E).

=

T(P 2 )

=

T(P).

Since T(P) E Z(E),

Similarly, T- 1 (P) E P(E), so Tis a Boolean

isomorphism.
c) = b).
band.
c).

By lemma 3.18, Tis order continuous and hence its kernel is a

Thus, Ker T

= P Z(E) for some P E r(E). Since T(P)

Therefore Tis injective.

=

0, P

=

0 by

On the other hand, by c), T(Z(E)) con-

tains r(E), and hence all linear combinations of band projections.

It

follows easily from Freudenthal 's spectral theorem ([LZ] 40.2) that T is
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surjective, which proves b).
A similar result can also be obtained for the associated Boolean
homomorphism.

It is an immediate consequence of propositions 3.17 and

4.9 and theorem 3.19.

COROLLARY 4.10.
a Riesz space T.

Let TE £b(E) be a disjointness preserving operator on
The following are equivalent:

a)

T is quasi-invertible.

b)

tT is a Boolean isomorphism of

O~E)

onto itself.

We wish to show that a bi-disjointness preserving operator on a
Dedekind complete Riesz space can be decomposed into components satisfying one of the four properties listed in definition 4.6.

We will need

two lemmas.
LEMMA 4.11.

Let Ebe a Dedekind complete Riesz space and suppose

T E £b(E) is bi-disjointness preserving. Define K E 6(E) by
n
K = V Ker T . Then K is a reducing band for T; in other words, if
n=l
P E P(E) is the projection onto K, then TP = PT.
(X)

Proof.

It can be assumed the T is positive.

For each natural number n,

let Pn be the projection onto Ker Tn, and let P0 be the zero operator.
Now TP E = T Ker Tn
n

= TE n Ker

Tn- 1 = P

II- l

TE.

projection onto {TE}dd, we have T(P n ) = QPn-1 .
(X)

(X)

Thus, if Q denotes the
Hence, for any f E E,
(X)

(X)

TPf = T V (Pf)= V (TP f) = V (QP 1 Tf)
n=l n
n=l
n
n=l
nQP Tf = PT f, and the proof is complete.

= Q(

v p· )T f

n=l n

=
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LEMMA 4.12.

Suppose Eis a Dedekind complete Riesz space and TE £b(E)

is bi-disjointness preserving.

Define A=

ducing band for T.

Proof.

fl {TnE}dd.

Then A is a re-

n=l

For each natural number n, let Qn be the band projection onto

AQ . We must show that TQ = QT.
n=l n
First of all, by theorem 3.13, for each natural number n, there

{TnE} dd,

1et

Q0 = I and Q =

-

exists a projection Rn E P(E) s.t. T(R n ) = Qn .

Denote the projection

We claim that P v Rn = P v Qn-1 . To show this, suppose f E (I-P)Tn- 1E. Then by the definition of Qn, Tf = TQ n-1 f = QnTf =

onto Ker T by P.

TRn f.

Since f E (I-P)E ={Ker T}d, this implies that Rnf = f.

It fol-

lows that Rn v P -> Qn- 1 v P. On the other hand, suppose f E E satisfies
1
f .1. (Tn- E U Ker T). Then Tf .1. TnE and hence 0 = Qn Tf = T Rn f. Since
f

Thus (Qn_ 1 v P)g = 0 implies
(R n .v P)g = 0. i.e. Rn v P -< Qn-1 v P. Combining the two inequalities
yields the claim.
.1.

Ker T, this implies that Rnf= 0.

Finally, since T is order continuous, TQ = T(Q)T :

AT(Qn))T
( n=l

=(

THEOREM 4.13.

AQn_ 1)T

n=l

r( n=lAQn)T =

= QT, and the lemma is proved.

Suppose TE £b(E) is a bi-disjointness preserving operator

on a Dedekind complete Riesz space E.

Then there exist T-reducing bands

4

E.(i = l, 2, 3, 4) such that E =
l

~

E. and the restrictions of T to E1.

. 1 l
i=

are respectively quasi-invertible, of forward shift type , of backward
shift type, and hypernilpotent .
cc

Proof.

Let P be the projection onto \./Ker Tn and let Q be the projecn=l
cc
tion onto n {TnE}dd Define Ei (i = l, 2, 3, 4) by E1 = (I-P)Q E,
n=l
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E2 = {I-P)(I-Q)E,E3 = PQE and Ei+ = P(I-Q)E.

That the Ei are T-reducing

4

bands and that EB Ei = E follow immediately from the definitions and from
i =l
lemmas 4.11 and 4.12.
For i E {1,2,3,4} set Ti := T\E..

It is clear that T1 and T2 are

l

injective and that
f E QE but f

.i.

n{T~E 2 }dd = {0} and n=lfl {T~E 4 }ctd = {0}.

n=l
T QE. Then f

..1..

QT E and hence f

This implies that f = 0 since f E QE=

.i.

Suppose

T E s i nee f

fl {TnE}dd.

~

QE.

Therefore, {TQE}dd =

n=l
QE and hence {T EJ

dd

.
~d
= E1 and {T E3r = E3 , which completes the proof.

The final goal of this chapter is to show that quasi-invertible operators can be further decomposed into components satisfying the following properties.
DEFINITION 4.14.

Let Ebe a Riesz space and let TE ~b(E) be a quasi-

invertible disjointness preserving operator.
i)

We

~ hall

say tha.t T ha.s strict period n for some n E ~ if

Tn E Orth(E) and for every band 0 f B E a(E), there exists a band
0 f A E 3(E) such that Ac Band A, {T(A)}dd, {T 2(A)}dd, ... , {Tn- 1 (A)}dd
are mutually disjoint.
ii)

We say tha.t T is aperiodic if for every band 0

t B E a(E)

and epery

natural number n, there exists a band 0 f An E a(E) such that An

i;;;

B and

) dd are mutually disjoint.
An' {T(An)} dd , ... , {T n (An}
Example 1:

Let X be compact Hausdorff and E

=

C(X).

Then every disjoint-

ness preserving operator T : E--. E is of the form Tf(x) = h(x)f(cp(x)) for
some h EE and some continuous map cp: Coz(h)

~

X (thm 1.3).

For any
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m, f E C(X) we have T(mf) (x)

= h(x) m (cp(x)) f (cp(x)) = m( cp(x)) (Tf)(x). Un-

der the identification of C(X) with Z(C(X)), this shows that

-Tm(x)

= m(cp(x))

for all m E Z(C(X)) and all x E Coz(h) .

Now suppose T is quasi-invertible.
must be a weak order unit of E.
Z(h)

{x EX : h(x)

:=

=

Then since {TE}dd is a band, h

This is equivalent to the statement that

0} has empty interior (see [JR] 12.9 or [LZ]

Since Z(h) is closed, it must therefore be nowhere dense.

22 . 10).

E and

Let
ively.

Z(E) A denote the Dedekind completion of E and Z(E) respect-

Since Z(E)::::... Z(E) A, it is easy to see that the associated opera-

tor of the extension of T to

Ecan

be identified with the extension of

T

A

to Z(E) .

Thus, by proposition 4.9, the extension of T to Z(E)

is in-

vertible, so T must be invertible as well (and conversely if T is invertible, then T is quasi-invertible by the same argument) .
cp : Coz(h)

+

This shows that

X can be extended continuously to all of X in such a way to

make cp a homeomorphism.

In conclusion, an operator Tf(x) = h(x) f( cp(x))

from C(X) to itself is quasi-invertible iff Z(h) is nowhere dense and cp
can be extended to a homeomorphism of X onto X.
Now suppose Tf(x) = h(x) f (cp(x)), where Z(h) is nowhere dense and cp
is a homeomorphism of X onto itself.
(n=l,2, ... ) .

Set Fn

= {x EX : cpn(x) = x}

The Fn are clearly closed sets.

strict period n iff F1 , F2 ,

•• • ,

We claim that T has

Fn-i all are nowhere dense but Fn

To see this, first suppose T has strict period n.

=

X.

Then since

Tn E Orth(E) = Z(E), Tn is the identity operator on Z(E).

Since

Tnm( x) = m(cpn(x)) for all m E Z(E) """ C(X), it follows that Fn = X.

Sup-

pose Fk contained a non-empty open set U for some k E {l, 2, . . . , n-1 }.
Then by Urysohn's lemma, there exists a non-zero function f which is zero
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off U.

Then for any g E {f}dd,Tkg

B c {f}dd.

=

g, whence B = {TkB}dd for any band

This contradicts the assumption that T has strict period n,

so the Fk must all be nowhere dense.
Conversely, suppose Fn
Then obviously Tn E Z(E).

=

X and F1 ,

••• ,

Fn_ 1 are nowhere dense.

Let Ube any non-empty regularly open set in X
n-1

and pick a point x E U: \ ( U Fk). Then x, cp(x), ... , cpn- 1 (x) are distinct
k=l
points, so by the continuity of cp, there exists a regularly open neigh1

borhood e of x such that e, cp(8), ... , cpn- (8) are mutually disjoint.
Since bands in E correspond to regularly open sets in X ([JR] 12.9 or
[LZ] 22.10), it follows that if A,B are the bands corresponding toe and
U respectively, then {O} I Ac Band A, {T(A)}dd, ... , {Tn(A)}dd are
~utually

disjoint.

Thus, T has strict period n.

Using the same reasoning as above, it can be shown that T is aperiodic iff Fn is nowhere dense for all natural numbers n.
Remark:

The only property of E in the above example, which was used to

show that Tis quasi-invertible iff Tis invertible,is that Z(E)

= Z(E) A.

It is not difficult to see that this condition is equivalent to the property that E has algebraically rich center.

Thus, the equivalence of a)

and b) in proposition 4.9 remains valid for non-Dedekind complete spaces
whenever the space has an algebraically rich center.
Example 2:

Results similar to example 1 can be obtained for quasi-invert-

ible operators on LP[O,l] (1 ~ p <

00

)

with Lebesgue measure (or more gen-

erally, LP(x, L, µ), where (X, L,µ) is a finite Lebesgue space).

Firstly,

00

Tis quasi-invertible iff Tf(x)

=

zero almost everywhere and cp :

A~

h(x) f (cp(x)), where h EL [0,1] is nonB is an invertible bi-measurable map

(where A,B are sets of measure 1 in [O,l]) such that f f-7h · f

0

cp
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defines a bounded operator on LP[O,l].

Such a quasi-invertible operator

T has strict period n iff {x E [O,l] : ~k(x)
each k

= 1,

2, ... , n - 1 and ~n(x)

aperiodic iff {x E [0,1] : ~k(x)
numbers k.

= x} has measure zero for

= x for almost every x

~ [O,l].

Tis

= x} has measure zero for all natural

The proofs of these facts are straightforward and will be

omitted.
The two examples given above show that the definitions of strict
period n and aperiodicity given in 4.14

agrees ~ in

the concrete case with

the usual definitions given these concepts in the theory of dynamical
systems (c.f. [Fr] pg. 102, [Rn], [HS]).
We next wish to give a characterization of those operators which
have strict period n or are aperiodic when the space is Dedekind complete
(c.f . [Arl]; [L] ch 3., 1.7).
LEMMA 4.15.

Let Ebe a Dedekind complete Riesz space and let T € £b(E)

be a quasi-invertible disjointness preserving operator.

The following

are equivalent:
For every projection 0 f P E P(E), there exists a projection

i)

1

1

1

0 f P E P(E) such that P < P and P T(P
ii)

I /\ IT I

Proof.

1

Then by i), there exists a projection 0 f P E r(E) s.t.
1

1

1

= 0. We have 0 < (I /\ \Tl )P = (I /\ \Tl )(P

1

1

P (I /\ \Tl )P < P \TIP' = P T(P
P

= 0.

Let P be the projection onto {Ker(I~ITI )}d and suppose

i) =ii):

P < P and P T(P')
1

)

=0

that Pf 0.
1

1

= 0, whence I /\ \Tl = 0.

1
)

\Tl

=

0, a contradiction.

1
)

2

=

Therefore
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ii)~

i):

Suppose i) does not hold for some projection
1

Then for every 0 f P E P(E) s.t. P ~ P, we have P T(P
1

1

1

0 f P E P(E) with P ~ P and define Q = P
1

1

1

P

1

P T- (P

-

~ ·(P

1

1

1

We have Q T(Q) = (P

).
1

T(P )P )T(P

1

1

)

= T(P )P

P ~

T-

1

that TP

1

1

(P

1

1

= P T for
1

1
)

~ P

generated by I

A

any natural number.
i)

Fix

1
)

T(P 1 )T 2 (P

-

1
))

= 0. Similarly, RT(R) = O
1
)

and R = 0 implies
1

1
•

Therefore, P

= T(P

1

1

ITI in £b(E).

PROPOSITION 4. 16.

1

all P E r(E) satisfying P < P.

implies that TjPE E Orth(PE).

f 0.

R ~ P, this implies that Q = R = 0,

~

Now Q = 0 implies P ~ T(P

and hence T(P

)

1

)

1

1

T(P )P

-

1

P T(P 1 ) and R =

-

T(P )P ){1(P

1

1

Since Q,R E P(E) and 0 ~ Q ~ P, 0
by assumption.

1

1

P E a(E).

Of

1
),

which shows

By theorem 2.3, this

Hence, TP is non-zero and in the band
This contradicts ii).

Let E be a Dedekind complete Riesz space and let n be
The following are equivalent:

For every 0 f P E P(E), there exists a projection Pn E P(E) such that

0 f Pn ~ P and Pn,T(Pn)' ... , Tn(Pn) are disjoint.
ii)

I

Proof.

A

ITlk = 0 for each k E{l, 2, ... , n}.

i)

~ii):

Suppose i) holds for some natural number n.

Then for

any 0 f P E P(E), there exists a projection 0 f Pn E P(E) s.t.
Pn,T(Pn), ... , Tn(Pn) are disjoint.

In particular, for each

k E {1, 2, ... , n} we have Pn Tk(Pn)

= 0, which implies that I

A

ITkl

=0

by lemma 4.15.
ii)~

i):

By induction.

The case n = 1 is lemma 4.15.

ii)~ i) holds for some n E ~and that I
k E {l, 2, ... , n + l}.

A

ITlk

Suppose that

= 0 for each

By induction hypothesis, for any 0 f P EP(E),

there exists a projection 0 f Pn E P(E) s.t. Pn

~

P and
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... '

By lemma 4.15 (applied to Tn+i and

Tn(Pn) are disjoint.

Pn), there exists a projection 0 f Pn+i E P(E) s.t. Pn+1 -< Pn and
1
Pn+i Tn+ (Pn+i) = O. Since Pn+i ~ Pn' we have Pn+i' T(Pn+ 1 ),
-n+1
are disjoint, and hence T(Pn+ 1), T2 (Pn+ 1), ... , T (Pn+i) are disjoint as
-n+1
well. It herefore follows from Pn+i T (P n+i ) = 0 that Pn+i ,
1
T(Pn+ 1), ... , Tn+ (Pn+i) are disjoint, which proves i).
THEOREM 4.17.

Let Ebe a Dedekind complete Riesz space and let TE £b(E)

be a quasi-invertible disjointness preserving operator.
i)

For each natural nwnber n, the following are equivalent:

a)

T has strict period n.

Tn E Orth(E) and for every projection 0 f PE P(E), there exists a
1
projection 0 f P E P(E) such that P < P and P T(P
Tn- (P')

b)

1

1

1

1

,

),

••• ,

are mutually disjoint.

Tn E Orth ( E) and for each k E {1 , 2, .•. , n - 1}, I /\ IT I k = 0.

c)

ii)

The following are equivalent:

a)

T is aperiodic.

b)

For each natural nwnber n and each projection 0 f PE P(E), there

exists a projection 0 f Pn E P(E) such that P1 < P and

-

-

Pn,T(Pn), ... , Tn(Pn) are mutually disjoint.
c)

For every natural nwnber n, I /\ !Tin

Proof.

= 0.

The theorem follows immediately from propositions3.16and 4.16.
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We now give a decomposition theorem for quasi-invertible operators
on Dedekind complete spaces.
LEMMA 4.18.

We first need a lemma.

Let E be a Dedekind comp l ete Ri esz space and suppose

T E ~b(E) i s quasi-inv ertible.

Then there ex i s t s a unique project ion

P E P(E) such t hat :

TP = PT

iJ

i i)

TIPE E Orth(PE).
(I

iii)

Proof.
TR

1

A

ITI) I (I-P)E = 0.

Let g be the collection of all projections R E P(E) such that
1

1

= R T for all projections 0 < R < R.

Suppose R1, R2 E g and
The first term is dominated

by R1 and the second by R2.
R1 v R2 E g .

It follows that TR

Therefore g t in P(E).

Since Tis order continuous, P E &.

1

1

= R T, and hence

Set P := sup{R E g} in P(E).
Thus, P satisfies i) and also ii)

by theorem 2.3.
Suppose O E P(E) and Of
exists a projection

O~

I -P. Then by the definition of P, there

0::: o' ::: 0 s.t.

T0

1

1

f 0 T.

- -1

or 0 2 := O' - O' T (0) is non-zero; say 01 f 0.

-

ma 4.15, we have 0 1 T(0 1 ) = 0.

Hence 01:= 0

1

1

-

0 T(0

1
)

As in the proof of lem-

Hence, by lemma 4 . 15 I

A

ITI I (I-P)E

=

0,

which proves iii) and completes the proof.
THEOREM 4.19.

Let TE

~ b(E)

be a quasi- inver t i ble dis joi ntness pr eserv-

ing oper ator on a Dedekind complete Riesz space E.
n E 1'l U {co} ,

Then for each

there exists a T- reducing band E such that
n
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E=

i)

e

nEN U{

00 }

ii)

E

n

TIE - has strict period n if n EN and TIE is aperiodic.
°'

n

Proof.

For each natural number n, let Pn be the projection which is ob-

tained by applying the previous lemma to Tn.

We claim that TP n =PT,
n
1
(Q) <
or equivalently, T(Pn) = Pn. For any Q E P(E) s.t.
- Pn, it fol1
1
lows from the definition of Pn that rn(Q) = r6n6- (0))) = r6- (q)) = 0 •

-

T-

-

n

n

Therefore, for any Q ~ T(Pn)' we have T Q =QT , which shows that
n
T \f(P ) E Orth(PnE) and hence T(Pn) ~ Pn. Similarly, for any R E P(E)
n
-

-n

-

i

s.t . T(R) -< Pn , T (R) = Rand hence T- (P n) -< Pn.
equalities proves the claim.

Combining the two in-

J

n-1

Define E1 = P1E and E = [ IT (I-Pk) PE for n = 2, 3, ... The En
n
k=l
n
are clearly disjoint and the above argument shows that they are T-reducBy ii) of lemma 4.18, Tn\E

ing bands.

n

E Orth(E) for each n EN _. Furn

thermore, by iii) of the same lemma, for each natural number n _:: 2 and
each k E {l, 2, ... , n - l} we have I A !Tlk\En=O. This shows that T\En
has strict period n.
Finally, let E ={ VEn}d· It follows from lemma 4.18 that
n=l
!Tln\E =0forall n EN so T\E is aperiodic.
00

I

A

00

00

Remark:

Theorem 4.19 was proven for invertible operators on Banach lat-

tices by Arendt [Ar 1].

Analogues in ergodic theory of this theorem are

well known, see [Rn] and [HS].
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Chapter 5
THE SPECTRUM
This chapter discusses the spectrum of disjointness preserving operators.

The main object of the chapter is to calculate the spectrum of

bi-disjointness preserving operators.

Our technique will be to first

consider the spectrum of the simple bi-disjointness preserving operators
given in definitions 4.6 and 4.14.

Except for the periodic quasi-invert-

ible case, it will be shown that the spectrum of all such simple operators is rotationally invariant.

We then combine these results with those

of chapter four to yield a general theorem valid for arbitrary bi-disjointness preserving operators (theorem 5.15).

The same idea was used by

Arendt [Ar l], who obtained a few of our results in the case when the operator is invertible.
ing theorem 5.15.

Detailed bibliographical remarks are given follow-

We conclude the chapter by giving various consequences

of these results; perhaps the most important of these is a far-reaching
generalization of a well known theorem of Schaefer, Wolff and Arendt
[SWA]; see theorem 5.16 and corollary 5.17.
All spaces in this chapter will he taken to be complex. If P EP(E)
n
""
N
and a. EO.:, define 6a. P := o-lim 2-; a. P if this limit exists in Z(E).
n
n= 1 n n
N-+"" n= 1 n n
We will always consider a Banach lattice E to be isometrically embedded in its
second dual space E** in the canonical way.

We will denote the spectrum,

approximate point spectrum and point spectrum of an operator Tor a Banach
space by cr(T), Acr(T) and Pcr(T), respectively.
will be denoted by r(T).
about the orgin

The spectral radius of T

We will denote the disk and circle of radius r

in the complex plane by Dr and Cr respectively.

disk and circle will be denoted simply as D and C.

The unit

We will say that a
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subset S of the complex plane is rotationally invariant if AES implies
Aeie ES for all e E [0,2n).
Banach space B.

Let T E £(B) be a bounded operator on a

The following simple fact will be used often:

If

Ao(T) is rotationally invariant, then o(T) is rotationally invariant as
well.

To see this, suppose A E o(T).

If for some e E [0,2n),

.e

Ae 1 ~ o(T), then there must be a complex number e0 E [0,2n) such that
Ae ie 0 E o o (T) c Ao (T), where o o (T) denotes the boundary of o(T).
Since Ao (T) is rotationally invariant, Aeicp E Ao (T) c o(T) for all
Cfl

E [0,2n), a contradiction.
A set S in the complex plane is called cyclic if reie E S

(r > 0, e E [0,2n)) implies that reins ES for all integers n.
known result of Lotz(f.Lo 1]

A well

[S]V §4)states that if Tis a lattice homo-

morphism on a Banach lattice, then Po(T) and Aa(T) are cyclic.

This

result was used by Scheffold ([Sd l][S]V §4) to show that o(T) is cyclic.
Lotz

1

proof is indirect, using among other things an ultraproduct (non-

standard hull) construction.
Lotz

1

result.

We now give a simple constructive proof of

This proof illustrates well the type of argument we will

use throughout this chapter.
THEOREM 5. 1 .
homomorphism.

Let Ebe a Banach lattice and suppose T E £b ( E) is a lattice
Then the point and approximate point spectY'W71 of T are

cyclic.

Proof.

·e E Ao (T) (r

Suppose re 1

> 0, e E [0,2n)).

there exists an element f EE s.t.

Then for any s > 0,

.e

Ufll = 1 and [!Tf-re 1 fll < s.

that llTlfl - rlflll= !l! Tfi-lrflll ~ l[Tf- re

Note

·e fl[< s. By proposition 2.8,

1

there exists an element ME Z(Jf) s.t. f = Mifl.

By theorem 2.13, M can
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be extended uniquely to an operator M E Z(E ** ) s. t. M = M on Jf and Mh
for a11 h E { f} d , where the 11 d11 opera ti on is taken in E**
Denote by

- =T
-** (M)).
of T** (i.e. M
A

( 1)

Mthe

=O

Note that

,...

image of M under the associated operator

We have

UM If I - e i MIf I U-< llM If I - lr MTI f I U + I~
r MTI f I - e i MIf 1ll
8

~ U~UUrifl

8

- Tifl!I + ~l!Tf- rfU <

~E.

We claim that for all natural numbers n,

(2) holds trivially for n = 1.

Suppose it holds for some n

E~.

Then,

by (1), UTMn+ 1ifl - rei(n+l)SMn+ 1 lf Ill
< UMTMnif[ - reinS M Mnlflll + UreineMMn[fl- rei(n+i:SMn+ 1 lflH
8

< UMll llTMn !fl - reineMnlf!U + r UMnU UMJfl - ei Mif!U

(2n-l)E + r ~
= (2n+l)E, which proves (2) by induction. The cyclicity
r
of Aa (T) fol lows immediately from (2); the cycl icity of Pa (T) can be

<
-

obtained by putting E
Remark:

= 0 in the above proof.

A similar argument to that given above was recently used by

Greiner and Groh [GG] to prove that the spectrum of a positive representation of a compact Abelian group is cyclic.
We begin the main part of this chapter by giving some preliminary
results which will be used repeatedly.
Let B be any Banach space and T : B -+ B be a bounded operator.
pose that a(T) can be separated by a Jordan curve y into two disjoint

Sup-
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parts; a bounded part 01 and an unbounded part 02 •
projection induced by y is defined by P1 =

integration is taken counterclockwise.

2~i Jy

Then the spectral
1
(AI-T)- dA, where the

It is well known that P1 and

P2 := I - P 1 are idempotent and commute with T.

Furthermore, B = B1 @ B2

where B1 := P1B and B2 := P2 B, the spectrum of TIB
spectrum of TJB

2

E ~(B 2

)

is 02 (see [Do] 1 .39).

l

E ~(B 1 ) is 01 and the

The following theorem is

due to Arendt [Ar 2].
THEOREM 5.2.

lattice~

Let Ebe a Banach

TE

and suppose T and T*

~b(E),

are disjointness preserving. Suppose for some positive real number s,

Cs n o(T) = )Z).
above.

Let P1 be the spectral projection induced by Cs as defined

Then P1 and P2

I - Pl are band projections.

Let T1 be the restriction of T to E1 := P1E. Since r(T 1) < s, the
Tnf
C. Neumann series 6 n+i converges uniformly for all f E E1. Now suppose
n=O s
f EE 1 and Ig I ~ If I . Then ITngl s ITnf I for each n E:N by coro 11 a ry 1 . 6, so
n
n
Tn
l[T gll < UT fU and thus I: -2_ converges uniformly as wel 1. It now can
n=O 5n+1
. .
(
)-1
~, Tn
be easily verified that AI -T g = w
n+i for all g in the ideal genn=O A
erated by E1 and all A E Cs. Thus, for any such g,
Proof.

00

00

Pig =

2~i I
cs

6 _Tn_g_ dA
n=O An+1
00

1

00

6 fla
2TI1 n=O -

= -.

J - dA
c

s

An+1

=

g.

This shows that E1 is

Applying this argument to the adjoint T* gives that P*1 E*1 is an
ideal in E*1 . It follows that P2 E = Ker P1 = 0 (P *1E*1) is an ideal as well

an ideal.

([SJ II 4.8, Cor.), where the pre-annihilator is taken with respect to the
full topological dual.
P2 are band projections.

It therefore follows from [SJ II 2.7 that P1 and
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Recall that a Banach lattice is said to have a weak Fatou norm if
there exists a constant c > 0 such that if 0 -< f a. t f in E then
sup !lfa.U _:: c !If![. Most non-pathological spaces have this property.

For

instance, if E is the Banach lattice of all bounded continuous functions
on a completely regular space (under the usual
(weak) Fatou norm.

11

sup

11

norm), then E has a

Every dual Banach lattice as well as every Banach

lattice with order continuous norm also has this property.
The following technical lemma will play a crucial role when the
space is not Dedekind complete.
LEMMA 5.3.

Suppose E is a Banach lattice with a weak Fatou norm.

Then

there exists a constant c > 0 such that for every projection P E P(E ** )

such that P E n E is order dense in E, UPf l
Proof.

.::

c Uf!l far aU f

E

E.

Let B be a band in E** such that E n B is order dense in E and

pick f E E.

It may be assumed that f > 0.

Since E n B is an order dense

idea 1 of E, there exist elements fa. E E n B such that O ~fa. t f in E.
Since E has a weak Fatou norm, there exists a constant c > 0 (independent
of f) such that sup
a.
B. Then LiPf![ > sup
- a

Let P

E

P(E ** ) be the projection onto

We will need one more technical lemma which is stated in terms of
the Luxemburg "t map given in definition 3.15.
11

LEMMA 5.4.

Let T E ib(E) be a bi-disjointness preserving operator on a

Riesz space E.

Then for any

In particular, {T{TE} dd }dd

.

R~esz

subspace S c E, {T{S}

= {T 2 E} dd

n(

and hence tT B)

band B E a(E) and any natural nwnber n.

dd }dd

= {T nB} dd

=

{TS} dd .
for any
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Proof.

By extending T to the Dedekind completion of E if necessary, it

suffices to prove the lemma when E is Dedekind complete.

Then TE is an

ideal, so T(J 5) = JTs· Since Tis order continuous, T({JS}dd) = {JTS}dd
= {TS}dd. Therefore, {T({S}dd)}dd = {T({JS}dd)}dd = {TS}dd.
We are now ready to compute the spectrum of the basic bi-disjointness preserving operators considered in the previous chapter.

We begin

our discussion with operators of forward shift type.
LEMMA 5.5.

Let E be a Riesz space and suppose T E £b(E) is bi-disjoint-

ness preserving and of forua:rd shift type.

1

define Bn = {Tn- (E)}dd n {TnE}d.

For each natural nwnber n

Then the Bn are mutually disjoint

a>

VB = E and t(Bn) = Bn+i for all natural nwnbers n.
n=l n

bands,

Proof.

Since tis a Boolean homomorphism (theorem 3.19), we have by lemma 5.4, t(B) = t({Tn- 1E}dd n {TnE}d) = t(tn- 1(E) n{tn(E)}d) =
n

tn(E) n tn+1(E) = {TnE}dd n {Tn+1E}d = B
n+1 ·

{O}d

=

Furthermore, since T is of

E.

THEOREM 5.6.

Suppose E is a Banach lattice and T E £(E) is bi-disjoint-

ness preserving and of forua:rd shift type.
i)
ii )

The point spectrwn of E is empty
If E is Dedekind complete, then the approximate point spectrwn is

rotationally inva:riant and a(T) = Dr(T).
iii)

If E has a weak Fatou norm, then

a(T) = Dr(T).
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Proof.

Since Ker T = {O}, 0

and 0 f f E E, Tf = Af.

~

Po(T).

Suppose that, for some Of A E ~

Then clearly {f}dd c {TnE}dd for all natural

numbers n, contradicting the assumption that T is of forward shift type.
Thus, the point spectrum of T is empty.
Next suppose that A. E Aa (T).

Then for each s > 0, there exists an

element f E E such that UfU = 1 and llTf - Afll < s.
Now suppose that E is Dedekind complete.

Let Bn E 8(E) be as in

lemma 5.5 and let Pn be the band projection onto Bn

-

tT(Bn) = Bn+i' T(Pn) = Pn+i by proposition 3.16.

Since by lemma 5.5,

Pick a EC and define

CD

M = .6 a-n P . Then IM I = I, so UMfU = 1. Furthermore, since T is orn=l
n
der continuous by theorem 3 . 6 , T(M) = .6 a - n T( Pn) = 6 a - n Pn+ 1 =
n=l
n=l
-1
aM- a P1 • Since P1T = 0, it follows that TM = aM T. Therefore,
CD

-

CD

[ITMf - aA.MfU = [laMTf - aA.Mf[l < jaj UMU [!Tf-A.flj < s.

Thus,aA.EAo(T),

which shows that Ao (T) and hence o(T) is rotationally invariant.
Now suppose E has a weak Fatou norm.
Bn E ~(E)

For each natural number n, let
be the band defined in lemma 5.5 and define An E 6(E ** ) by

An = {Tn- 1 E}dd n {TnE}d (unless otherwise specified, we will take the '.'d
operation in E**).

Note that {Ann E}dd(E) = Bn.

Furthermore,

t **(A ) = t **({Tn- 1 E}dd) n t **( {TnE}d) = {TnE}dd n {Tn+ 1 E}d =A
T

n

T

T

n+1

by

**
lemma 5.4. Hence, if Pn E P(E ) denotes the projection onto An,
-**
T (P n ) = Pn+i (proposition 3.16).
CD

Pick a E C and define M = 6a-n Pn. Since {E n An}dd(E) = Bn'
n=l
cc
cc
E = v Bn = {E n v A }dd(E). Hence IMI E is order dense in E.
n=l
n=l n
By lemma 5.3, there exists a constant c > 0 (independent off) s.t.

11
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llMf!l ?_ c ilfU = c.

As in the Dedekind complete case, T** M = aMT ** and

hence UT ** Mf - cr A. Mf ll <~ , which shows that a A. E Acr (T ** ) c cr(T).
c
c c
Therefore, cr(T) is rotationally invariant.
Finally, let E be arbitrary and suppose 0 < s < r(T) but
se i8

n cr(T) = )Z) for all e E [0,2n). Let P1 be the spectral projection

induced by C5 and let E2 = (I-P 1 )E.
subspace and T\E

is invertible.

Then E2 is a non-trivial reducing

This clearly contradicts the assumption

2

that T is of forward shift type.

It follows that if E is Dedekind com-

plete or has a weak Fatou norm o(T) = Dr(T).
The backward shift and hypernilpotent case can be considered
together.
LEMMA 5.7 .

Suppos e TE £b(E) i s a bi- di s joi ntness pre serving oper ator on

a Rie sz space E suc h that

oo

n

V Ker T = E.

For each nat ural nwnber n, de-

n=l
fin e Bn E ~ (E) by Bn =Ker Tn n {Ker Tn- i }d.

Then t he Bn are mut ually

00

di s joint

V 8

n=l

n

= E, tT(B n ) = Bn-1 n {TE }dd

= 2,

(n

3, . . . ) and

tT ( B1 ) = {0 }.
00

Proof.

It is clear that the Bn are disjoint and that

VB

n=l n

= E.

Since

tT is a Boolean homomorphism, for any natural number n ?_ 2, tT(Bn) =
tT(Ker Tn)

n {tT(Ker

Ker Tn- 1 n {TE} dd
=B

n-1

n {TE }dd_

THEOREM 5.8.

Tn- 1 )}d = {T(Ker Tn) }dd

n ({Ker

Tn-2 }d v

{TE} dd)

n {T(Ker

= Ker Tn-i

Tn- 1 )}d =

n {Ker

Tn-2 }d

n {TE} dd

Furthermore, tT(B 1 ) = {T(Ker T) }dd = {O}.

Suppos e E is a Banach lat tice and T E £b(E) &s a bi- disoo

n

jointne ss pres erving operator satisfying V Ker · T = E.·

n=l
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i)

If E is Dedekind complete, then Pcr(T) is a (closed or open) disk

and Acr(T) is rotationally invariant.
ii)

If E is either Dedekind complete or has a weak Fatou norm then

cr(T) = Dr(T).
(X)

iii)

U Ker Tn = E, then a(T) = Acr(T).

If

n=l
Proof.

i):

Let Bn E a(E) be as in lemma 5.7 and let Pn E P(E) be the
(X)

projection onto Bn.

Then the Pn are mutually disjoint and n~pn = I.

Also, if Q denotes the projection onto {TE}dd, T(P n ) = Pn- 1 Q.

It follows

Suppose A E Pcr(T), so that there exists an element 0 ff EE such
that Tf = Af. Pick O;ta ED and define M E Z(E) by M = ~an P . Then
n=l
n
T(M) = .6an T(P) = Q .6an P 1 = aQM. Hence, TMf = 1;1.MTf = aAMf.
n=l
n
n=2
n-

(X)

-

(X)

(X)

Since n~/n =I, it is clear that Mf 1 0, so aA E Pcr(T).

Since

OE Pcr(T), it follows that Pcr(T) is a disk.
Next, suppose A E Acr(T).
ment f E E s. t.

Then for each

Uf U = 1 and UTf - Af U <

E.

E

>

0, there exists an ele-

Pi ck a E C and 1et M =

(X)

Lan Pn as above. Then !Ml= I, so UMfU = 1. Furthermore,
n=l
[[TMf - aAMf[i = [la MQTf - aAMfl~ ~!al UMU UTf-AfU < E .

Hence,

aA EAcr(T), so Acr(T) and cr(T) are rotationally invariant.
Suppose E has a weak Fatou norm. Define An E 3(E ** ) by
n dd
n- 1 d
An = {Ker T } n {Ker T } , ( n = 1 , 2, ... ) (unless otherwise specified, the d operation will be taken in E** ). Since {An n E}dd(E) = Bn'
ii):

11

11
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cc

it is clear that the An are mutually disjoint and that E n VA is order
n=l n
dense in E. Furthermore, as in lemma 5.4.
n-1 dd
t **(An) = {T{Ker Tn}}dd n {T Ker T }}
T
- 1 dd
= {Ker Tn } n {TE}dd n {Ker Tn}dd

= {An~l n

n = 2, 3,

{TE}dd

...

n =1
**
) be the projection onto An and let Q E P(E ) be the
projection onto {TE} dd . By proposition 3.16, -T** (P ) = Q P
for each
n
n-1
- **
cc
n~2andT (P 1)=0. Nowpicka.ECanddefineM= .L:a.nPn. Suppose
n=l
A E Aa(T), so for each E > 0, there exists an element f EE s.t. llfU = 1
Let Pn E P(E

**

VAn) n Eis order dense in E,
n=l
there exists a constant c > 0 such that UMfll ~ c by lemma 5.3. Moreover

and [lTf-Af[l <

Since \M\E n E = (

E.

as in i) we have llTMf-a.AMfl\ <

E,

which implies that a.A E a(T), so

o(T) is rotationally invariant.
To show that o(T) = Dr(T) in the two given cases, it suffices to
show that a(T) is connected.

If not, since a(T) is rotationally invari-

ant, there must be a positive real numbers< r(T) s.t. Cs n a(T) = )ZS.
Let R be the spectral projection induced by Cs.

Then by theorem 5.2,

B := (I-R)E is a non-trivial T-reducing band and Tis is invertible.
B =(

VKer

n=l
proves ii).

a:>

Tn \ n B = V Ker(TnlB)
)
n=l

which gives a contradiction.

a:>

iii):

But

Suppose

U Ker Tn

=

E.

* n*

This

n o

It is easy to see that (T ) E c (Ker T ) ,

n=l
where the annihilator is taken with respect to E* .

By [Ko] pg. 247 (6),

{0} =

lv
CX>
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Ker Tn\o =

n=l

n (Ker
CX>

Tn) o=>

n=l

n

CX>{

(T *n*}
) E .

n=l

It follows that

* c {0} which shows that Ro(T) = ¢, i.e. Ao(T) = o(T).
Ro(T) c Po(T)
Remarks:

1)

If Tis hypernilpotent, then it is easy to see that

Po(T) = {O}.
2)

The condition in iii) is always satisfied when E has order continuous

norm.
We now turn to auasi-invertible operators.
LEMMA 5.9.

Let E be a Riesz space and suppose T E ~b(E) is a quasi-in-

vertible disjointness preserving operator with strict period n for some

n E fi.

1

Then there exists a band BE a(E) such that B, t(B), ... , tn- (B)
n-1

E=

are mutually disjoint and

V

tk(B).

k=O
Proof.

1

Define sJ ={A E a(E): A,t(A), ... , tn- (A) are disjoint}.

{Ba} be a chain ind under the ordering induced by a(E).

Let

Since t is an

order continuous Boolean homomorphism (thm. 3.19), for any natural numbers i,j satisfying 0 _< i < j -< n - 1 we have ti(v
a Ba ) A tj(V
a Ba ) =
= (V ti(B )) A (V tj(B )) = V (ti(B) A tj(B )) = {O}. Since sJ is cleara
a
a
a
a
a.
a
ly non-empty, this shows that sJ is inductively ordered and thus has a
maximal element B by Zorn s 1emma.
1

Let A =

in-1V t k(B) ld .

If A f {0},

k=O
then there exists a band A0 E a( E) such that {0} f A0 c A and A0 E sJ.

Let

B~

= B v A0 •

Since T has strict period n, it is clear that

ti(B)Atj(A 0 )={0} for all i,j Efi.

It

follows from this and A0 , B Esi

that B0 Ed, which contradicts the maximality of B.
n-1 k
v t (B) = E and the proof is complete.

k=O

Thus A={O}, whence
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THEOREM 5.10.

Let Ebe a Banach lattice and let TE £b(E) be a quasi-

invertible disjointness preserving operator with strict period n for
some n E 1'J.
a(T) = Acr(T).

iJ

ii)

If E is either Dedekind complete or has a weak Fatou norm, then

a(T)

= a.a (T)

iii)

for any nth root of unity a..

If E is Dedekind complete, then Pa(T) = a. P cr(T) for any nth root of

unity a..
Proof.

We first show that cr(T) = Acr(T).

By the spectral mapping theorem

(applied to both cr(T) and Acr(T)) it suffices to show this when T EZ(E). In
thiscase,undertheidentificationZ(E):::..C(X)"""Z(C(X)), (where xis some
compact Hausdorff space) T may be identified with a multiplication operator Tf E Z(C(X)) (f E C(X)) given by Tfg= f.g for all g E C(X).
pose>.. E cr(T).
in

Z(E).

Sup-

It follows from [Ar 2] 3.3 that A.I -T is not invertible

Thus,>..· lx - Tf is not invertible in Z(C(X)).

Since it

is well known that cr(Tf) = Acr(Tf)' there exist functions gn E C(X)
(n

= l,

2, ... ) such that Ugn[l

=1

and UTfgn - >..gn[l + O as n +a:>.

It fol-

lows that UTf M - l..M U + 0 as n +a:>, where M denotes multiplication
gn
gn
gn
Identify the M with elements M E Z(E).
gn
n

Since UMnU

= 1,

there

exist elements hn EE s.t. UMnhn[l = 1 and Lihnll < 2. It follows that
UTMnhn- l..Mnhn[l+ 0 as n +a:>, i.e.

>..

E Acr(T).

Next, suppose E has a weak Fatou norm.
take
5.9.

11

d 11 operation in E**

In the following, we will

Let B E 3(E) be the band defined in lemma
1
Then it is. clear that En T\i {tk(B)}dd is order dense in E. Let
k=O
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P E P(E ** ) be the projection onto {B}dd and let ~be any nth root of
n-1
k -** k
Define M = .6 a.- (T ) (P).
k=O

unity.

-** (M) =
T

Since (T-** ) n

k -** k+ 1
n
-k -** k
.6 a.- (T ) (P) = a. .6
a. (T ) (P) = a.M.

n-1

k=O

k=l

Suppose A E Aa(T), so for every s > 0, there exists an element f EE
s.t. llfll = 1 and UTf - AfU < s.
= UaM(Tf-A.f)U < s.

Then llT ** Mf-a.A.MfU =UT-** (M)Tf-a.A.MfU

Since IMI En Eis order dense in E, by lemma 5.3

there exists a constant c >O s.t. llMfll > c.

It follows that a.f..E a(T).

The proof in the Dedekind complete case is similar, as is the proof of
the assertion about Pa(T).
COROLLARY 5.11.

Let Ebe a Banach lattice which is either Dedekind com-

plete or has a weak Fatou norm.

Suppose T E £ (E) is a quasi-invertible
b

Then A e a(T)

lattice homomorphism with strict period n for some n E :tl.

iff IAI E a(T) and A= IA! . a. where a. is an nth root of unity.

Proof.

Since Tn E Z(E) and T .:'.: 0, a(Tn) cR+.

Hence, by the spectral

mapping theorem, every A. E a(T) is of the form IAla., where a is an nth
root of unity.
LEMMA 5.12.

The corollary now follows from theorem 5.10.

Let Ebe a Riesz space and suppose TE £b(E) is an aperiodic

quasi-invertible disjointness preserving operator.

Then for any natural
1

number m, there exists a band B such that B,t(B), ... , tm- (B) are dis-

2m-l

joint and V

k=l
Proof.
1

tk(B)

= E.

Fix a natural number m and define

tm- (A) are mutually disjoint}.

i/,

={A E IB(E) : A,t(A), ... ,

As in the proof of lemma 5.9, d is
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inductively ordered and hence has a maximal element B.
G

2
={ k=O
v-\k(B~d
J and H = t-m(G).

H0 c H such that H0 , t(H 0 ),
80

••• ,

= H0 YB. For all integers

If G 1 {O}, there exists a non-zero
tm-l(H 0 ) are mutually disjoint.

(ti(B)

A

tj(H 0 )) v (ti(B)

A

tj(B)).

t

E {0, 1, ... , m -

2
c t-L-m({ k?Ol tk(B)

n

1}

G})

we have tk(B) n tt(H
= {O).

)
0

A tj(B))

v

The first and last terms of the

right hand side of (*) are zero by assumption.
k,

Define

(j) such that 0 ~ i < j ~ m - 1 we have

ti(B 0 ) n tj(B 0 ) = (ti(H 0 ) A tj(H 0 )) Y (ti(H

(*)

Let

For any integers
)
0

= tt-m(tm+k-l(B) ntm(H 0))

Hence the second and third tenns of

the right hand side of(*) are zero as well, which shows that B Ed.
0

This contradicts the maximality of B which completes the proof.

LEMMA 5. 13.

Let

TE

~b(E)

be an aperiodic quasi-invertible disjoint-

ness preserving operator on a Banach lattice E.
i)

If E is Dedekind complete, then for every element f E E and every

natural nwnber n, there exists a projection P E P(E) such that
n-1 - k
-2n-1
P, T(P), ... , T
(P) are disjoint and 116 T (P)f~I ~ i l[fU.

!k=O

ii)

If E has a weak Fatou norm, then there exists a constant c > 0

such that for every element f E E and every natural nwnber n there exists
2

a projection PE P(E**) such that P, r**(P), ... , (f**) n- 1 (P) are dis-

n-1 -** k

joint and llk~O (T

)

(P)ftl ~

c

UfH.
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Proof.
m = 2n.
B.

Then

Fix n and f, and let B be a band satisfying lemma 5.12 with
If E is Dedekind complete, let Q E P(E) be the projection onto
<+n-1

For each j E {0, l, 2, 3} define Rj

v

k=O

n-1

I; Tnj+k(Q).

Then UfU =

k=O
3

= I! -6 R.jf-Jll
t j =O J

(~~

1

Tk(Q) lfl

=

~ ~ ~!:~~\T.k(Q) If! )!I

3
< -6 UR.fU. Thus for at least one j, say j 0 , we have

l -

j

=O

J

-nj
Then P := T 0 (Q) satisfies i).

The second part of the

lemma is proved similarly.
Remark:

Lemma 5.13 is a somewhat modified weak functional analytic ver-

sion of the well known "Rohlin-Halmos lemma" of ergodic theory (c.f. [HJ
pg. 71, [Rn], [Fr] §7].

A more conventional formulation would be that,

under the assumptions of i) in the lemma, for every fEE and n E.N there
exists a projection P EP(E) such that P,T(P), ... , Tn(P) are disjoint and
n

Tk(P)fll ~ t!lf[l. If E has order continuous norm, it follows from [CF]
hk=O
1
(see also ~Jr] 7.9) that the lowe--r bound of tllfH can be improved to the

ll 6

classical (l-E)

llfU bound. The author does not know whether this is pos-

sible in general.
THEOREM 5.14.

Let TE ~b(E) be an aperiodic quasi-invertible disjoint-

ness preserving operator on a Banach lattice E.
i)

If E is Dedekind complete then

a(T) and Ao(T) are rotationally invar-

iant.
ii)

If E has a weak Fatou norm then

a(T) is rotationally invariant.
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Proof.

To prove i), it suffices to prove the statement about Acr(T).

Suppose A E Acr(T).

Then for each n

E~,

there exists an element fn EE

s.t . Hf nU = 1 and l!Tf n - Af nll < l.
n Fix n E ~and for simplicity, assume
that n is odd. By lemma 5.13, there exists a projection Pn E P(E) s.t .

r2n+l (P n) are

disjoint and U.£: Tk(P )f ll > L
k=O
n n -

Pick a. in

the unit circle and define

6n [ k a.-k T(k-~)
'- (P )]
k=l

n

11

llM f H > n+l
n n - 2
n

(n+l)/S < 8.

[ (n-k)a.-k _(k~)
2 (Pn)
T

J and

n+ l ~ -k
)
Note that nI > !Mnl > 2
LIT (Pn .
k=O

Mn
M f fl.
u n n11

Nn

+ a.-n- 1n-l
6
k=O

UL
fk(P )f ll > n+l.
k=O
n n - 8

Hence,

Note also that U:f(Nn)ll

~

llMnnIIfll ···

~

n+l
2n+l. - (k--)
2
Furthermore, [T(Mn) - a.Mn! = k~l T
(Pn) ~I.

~

There-

fore, l[TN nf n - Aa.N nf nll <
- ar(N n)Tf n - AT(N n)f nll + UAT(N n)f n - Aa.N nf nll

~

llT(Nn)ll )lTf n - Afnll + [Al llT(Nn) - a.Nnll llf nil

· ~*+

llMlnAf[nll i[T(Mn) -a.Mn[!

~ + 0 as
Therefore, Aa E Aa(T), which proves i). The
- n
n+l
second statement is proved similarly.
< ..§. +

Via the decomposition theorems proved in chapter 4, the preceding
results may be combined in the Dedekind complete case to yield a general
theorem valid for arbitrary bi-disjointness preserving operators.
THEOREM 5.15.

Let

TE £b(E) be a bi-disjointness preserving operator on

a Dedekind complete Banach lattice E.

Let Ek (k

=

l, 2, ... )be the

bands on which T is quasi-invertible UJi th strict period k (theorem 4. l 9) •

M = {k

E~:

Ek f {O}}and let Tk E J.:b(Ek) be the restriction of T to Ek .
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Then cr( T} =

[k~

cr(\ )] U R and Acr(T) =

are rotationaUy

Proof.

[k~Acr(T K)]

U S, where

R and S

invariant subsets of the complex pZane.

By theorem 4.13 there exist T-reducing bands B1 , B2 , B3 , B4 such

that the restriction of T to Bi (i = 1, 2, 3, 4) is, respectively quasiinvertible,

of forward shift type, of backward shift type, or is hyper-

nilpotent.

By theorems 5.6 and 5.8, the spectrum of T restricted to the

latter three parts is rotationally invariant.

It therefore suffices to

prove the theorem when T is quasi-invertible.

In this case, by theorem

4.19, E = ( G Ek) G Eco where M, Ek and Eco are as in theorem 4.19.
kEM

By

J

theorem 5.14, Ao(Tco) is rotationally invariant.

Hence, it can be sup-

Clearly, U Ao(Tk) c Ao(T).

posed that Eco= {0}.

Suppose

kEM

A E Ao(T) \ U Ao(Tk).

We must show that IAI a. E o(T) for all a.

e C.

kEM

tllow for every n EJll, there exists an element fn EE s.t. llfU = 1 and
l[Tfn-Afnll < l/n.
quence ffn.) co
J j=l

A~

Ao(Tk) for all k, there must be a subse-

and a sequence of integers {m.} co such that m. +co as
J j=l
J

i

j

Since

co and f n . E Em.

+

J

J

Pick a. E C.

Then for any j E 1'1, there exists an mjth root of unity

Ia. - a..J I <

a.. s. t.
J

.2!...
m.•

Define Mj as in the proof of theorem 5.10, so

J

that IM. I = P , where P denotes the projection onto E , and
J
mj
mj
mj
T(M.) =a.. M..
J

J

<[la.. M. Tf
J

J

J

nj

- AO.. M. f

< Ia.. I [[M . l[ HT f
J

J

We have UTM. f -Aa.M. f
J nj
J nj
J

nj

J

-

!.

f

nj
nj

[l + !lAa..M.f
J J

nj

J J

nJ

J

nj

ll

- Aa.. M. f · - Aa.M. f ll
J J nj
J nj

H + I AI l[M . [l Uf
J

ll = l[a..M. Tf -Aa.M. f

nj

H

Ia.. - a. I < 1In . + hl + 0 as j +
J
J
mj

Hence Aa. E Ao(T) which proves the second statement.

The statement about

co
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cr(T) now follows easily from the one about Acr(T).
Remark:

Various special cases of the preceding results are known.

Re-

sults similar to theorems 5.6, 5.8, 5.11 and 5.14 were obtained by Wolff
[Wo] for Markov operators on a C(X) space.

Results similar to theorem

5. 6 and 5.8 were also proven by Ridge [Ri] for composition operators on
LP space.

Theorem 5.14 is well known for weighted shift operators on

various sequence spaces, see Shields [Sh] for a survey.

Theorems 5.10

and 5.14 were obtained by Parrott [Pa] (see also [Pe]) for operators induced by measure preserving transformations on an LP space.

Kitover

[Ki 1] generalized the second of these results to operators induced by a
non-singular measurable transformation on Banach function spaces with
order continuous norm.

Kitover [Ki 2] also stated theorem 5.14 for in-

vertible operators on an arbitrary Banach lattice, though no proof was
given.

Arendt [Ar 1] proved corollary 5.11 and theorem 5.15 for lattice

isomorphisms with zero aperiodic component.

He also obtained special

cases of theorem 5.14.
The remainder of this chapter gives various applications of the preceding results.
THEOREM 5.16.

Let Ebe a Dedekind complete Bana.ch lattice.

T E £b(E) is bi-disjointness preserving and that for every

Cr n cr(T) lies in some open half-plane.

Suppose that

r > 0,

Then there exists a projection

PE P(E) such that TP =PT, T!PE E Z(PE) and T!(I-P)E is quasi-nilpotent.
Proof.

Let E1 be as in theorem 5.15 and let P be the band projection onThen TP =PT and T\PE E Z(PE).

by

Suppose A E cr(T\(I-P)E).

Then

theorem 5.15 either A E cr(T\Ek) for some k = 2, 3, ... , or AES.
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But if AES, Aeie ES for all e E [-n,n) by theorem 5.15, which forces
A= 0, by assumption.

Similarly, if A E a(TIEk) for some k = 2, 3, ...

·e (e E [-n,n)) s.t. le I

then there exists a kth root of unity e 1

By theorem 5.10 Aeie E a(T) and A.e-ie E a(T ).

> n/2.

Since A., A.eie, Ae-ie

all lie in the same open half-plane, A.= 0 and the proof is complete.
If Tis invertible or 0 is an isolated point in a(T), then the Dedekind completeness and order continuity assumptions in the last theorem
can be dropped.
COROLLARY 5.17.

Let Ebe a Banach lattice, and let TE £b(E) be a dis-

jointness preserving operator whose adjoint is also disjointness preserv~ng.

Suppose that f or all r > 0,

open

ha l f-pla ne.

C

r

n

cr(T)

l ies

in

some

Suppose a lso that there exists a positive number s

such that {z E [ : 0 < lzl < s }

n a(T) = ¢ . Then there exists a band

projection P E P(E) such that TP = PT, TIPE E Z(PE), and Tl (I-P)E is
quasi-nilpotent.

Proof.

Let Q be the spectral projection induced by Cs and let P = I - Q.

Then TP = PT, and by theorem 5.2, P is a band projection.
Tl(I-P)E is quasi-nilpotent.

Let PE= E1 and Tf E = T1 •

Clearly,
Since

1

a(T 1 ) =a(T *1 ) , we can apply theorem 5.16 to T*1 E £b(E *1 ) .

Si nee T*1 is in-

vertible, we therefore have T*1 E Z(E *1 ) whence T1 E Z(E 1 ), which completes
the proof.
Remarks:

1.

Corollary 5.17 generalizes the results of Schaefer-Wolff-

Arendt [SWA] and Arendt [A 2] , who proved speci a 1 cases for 1att ice
isomorphisms and invertible disjointness preserving operators, respectively.

A special case of corollary 5.17 was obtained by Wickstead [W 3], who
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needed the additional assumptions that E = C0 (X) (where X is a locally
compact Hausdorff space) and that T is a lattice homomorphism with finite
spectrum.
2.

Even quasi-invertible disjointness preserving operators may be quasi-

nilpotent.

Examples are given by Schaefer ([S 2] or [SJ pg. 353, prob-

lem 9) and Wickstead [Wi 3] example 4.1.
3.

The assumption in the last two results that the adjoint is disjoint-

ness preserving cannot be dropped.
usual ordering and norm.
(

~ ~)

For example, take E = R2 with the

Let T be the operator whose matrix is

under the standard basis.

Then cr(T) = {0, 1} but T does not

satisfy the conclusion of the theorem.
Recall that an operator T E £b(E) on a Riesz space E is called
band-irreducible if the only T-reducing bands are {O} and E.

If T is an

order continuous disjointness preserving operator, then T is band-irreducible iff its unique extension to the Dedekind completion of E (see
thm. 1.9) is band-irreducible.

If Tis in addition quasi-invertible,

then it follows from corollary 4.10 that Tis band-irreducible iff
tT(B)= B(BE a(E)) implies B = {0} or B = E.
THEOREM 5.18.

Let TE £b(E) be a band-irreducible bi-disjointness pre-

serving operator on a Banach lattice E.

If E is infinite dimensional and

is either Dedekind complete or has a weak Fatou norm, then the spectrum
of T is either an annulus or a disk.
numbers 0 ~ r 1 ~

Proof.

"

t'

2

In other words, there exist real

such that cr(T) = {z Ea:: r 1 ~

lzl

~

r).

Let T be the extension of T to the Dedekind completion of E.
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Since Tis band-irreducible, by theorem 4.13, T and hence T must be
either quasi-invertible, of forward shift type, of backward shift type
or hypernilpotent.

If T is one of the latter three, then cr(T) is rota-

tionally invariant by theorems 5.6 and 5.8.
then we claim that Tis aperiodic.

If T is quasi-invertible,

If not, then by theorem 4.19 T has

strict period n for some natural number n.

Pick 0 1 f EE and let

n- l k
dd
B = V t ({f} ). Since t is a Boolean isomorphism and T has strict
k=O
n-1
dd
period n, t(B) = V tk+l({f} ) = B. As Tis band-irreducible and
k=O
quasi-invertible, B = E. For any non-zero band A c{f}dd, it is clear
that A,t(A), ... , t n-1 (A) are mutually disjoint. Since Tis band-irren-1
ducible, it follows as above that E = v tk(A). Therefore A= {f}dd'
k=O
which shows that f is an atom. Hence dim E = n contrary to assumption,

so T must be aperiodic as claimed.

By theorem 5.15, cr(T) is rotation-

ally invariant.

Combining the above results shows that cr(T) is always rotationally
invariant.

It now follows easily from theorem 5.2 (see [Ar 2] 4.6) that T

is either an annulus or a disk.
Remark:

For invertible disjointness preserving operators, a result simi-

lar to theorem 5.18 was stated without proof by Kitover [Ki 2].

It was

already noted by Arendt [Ar l] that a band-irreducible lattice isomorphism
on an infinite-dimensional Dedekind complete Banach lattice is aperiodic.
Some special cases of theorem 5.18 on concrete function spaces have been
proved; see [Pa], [Ke], [Ar l] .
Let E be a Dedekind comp 1ete Banach 1atti ce.

Then .Lb ( E) is a Banach
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algebra under the r-norm UrHr := HITJH

(see [SJ IV §1).

The order

spectrum of an operator T E £b(E) is the spectrum of T with respect to

£b(E) and will be denoted by o 0 (T).

It is clear that o(T) c o 0 (T); this

inclusion may be strict, see [S 3] for an example and further discussion.
Our next result shows that equality does hold for bi-disjointness preservi ng operators.
THEOREM 5.19.

Let TE £b(E) be a bi-disjointness preserving operator on

a Dedekind complete Banach lattice E.

Proof.

Then a(T)

= o0 (T).

It follows from JTf I = I ITlfl that the spectral radius of T in
n i/n

£(E), r(T) = n+o:>
lim Ur H
r 0 (T) = lim llJrn1U 11 n.

, is the same as the spectral radius in £b(E),

n+o:>

Suppose for some 0 -< s < r(T), Cs n o(T) = ¢ . Let P be the spectral
projection induced by Cs. By theorem 5.2, PE and (I-P)E are T-invariant
bands.
ively.

Let T1 and T2 be the restrictions of T to PE and (I-P)E, respectThen o 0 (T) = o 0 (T 1 ) U o 0 (T 2 ).
-1-l

and s <a (T 2

)

-1-l

= r 0 (T2

)

Now suppose A. E 0 0 (T).

By the above, s > r (T 1 ) = r 0 (T

•

It follows that Cs n o 0 (T) = ¢ .

If

A.~

o(T), then it follows from the pre-

ceding paragraph that there exists an elementµ E Ao (T) such that lµJ
Since

A.~

)
1

=

o(T), it follows as in theorem 5.15 that for some natural

number n that the restriction T0 of T

to{~ Ek~d
k=l

(with notation as in

J

theorems 4.19 and 5.15) satisfies a(~) n c Iµ I = ~ = a 0 CJ;,) n c Iµ I . It
therefore may be assumed that E = Un Ek. In this case, Tn'· E Z(E). But
k=l
it is easy to see that o(M) = o 0 (M) for ME Z(E) (see [Ar 2] 3.3). Thus,
by the spectral mapping theorem, o(T)

= 0 0 (T), whence

A.

E o(T) which
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completes the proof.
Remark:

The argument given in the above theorem is essentially due to

Arendt [Ar 1], who proved theorem 5.19 there for a lattice isomorphism
with zero aperiodic component.
Our final application is an analogue to a well-known result for normal operators on a Hilbert space.
THEOREM 5.20.

Le t Ebe a Dedekind comp l ete Banach lat tice and suppose

T E £b(E) i s a bi- di s j oint ne ss pr eserving operator.

Then non-zero i so-

lated points of Ao (T) ar e contai ned in Po (T).

Proof.

Suppose/... f 0 is an isolated point in Ao (T).

Then it follows

frc"l theorem 5. 15 that /. . E Ao (TI En) for some n E 1'1, where En denotes the
band in which T has strict period n as in theorem 5.15.

Thus, it suf-

fices to prove the theorem when T is quasi-invertible with strict period
n. Since Po(Tn) = (Po(T))n and Ao(Tn) = (Ao(T))n, it may be assumed that
TE Z(E).

Using the isometric isomorphism Z(E) """Z(Z(E)) """Z(C(X)) where

X is some compact Hausdorff space, T may be identified with a multiplication operator Tf E Z(C(X)) defined by Tfg = f · g (g E C(X)) for some
f E C(X).
o(Tf).

Since o(T) = o(Tf) (see [Ar2] 3.3), /.. is an isolated point in

Thus, since o(Tf) =range off, there must be a non-empty open-

closed set Uc X such that f(x) = /...for all x EU .

By Urysohn s lemma,
1

there exists a non-zero function g E C(X) such that g(y) = 0 for all
y EX\ U.

Note that Tfg=l..g .

Identify g with its corresponding ele-

ment M E Z(E) under the same identification C(X) """Z(E) used before and
pick h EE such that Mh f 0.

Then T(Mh) = (TM)h = /...Mh which completes
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the proof.
Remarks :

1)

Theorem 5. 20 was proven for lattice homomorphism on

C0 (X) spaces, where X is a locally compact Hausdorff space , by Wickstead
[W i 3].

2)

As was pointed out in [Wi 3], the exclusion of zero in theorem 5. 20 is

necessary.

For an ex amp 1e, see [Wi 3] 4.. 1 .

In conclusion, we leave as an open question whether the hypothesis
used throughout this chapter that E is either Dedekind complete or has a
weak Fatou norm can be dropped.
The assumption that E has a weak Fatou norm is only needed to apply
the conclusion of lemma 5.3.

Thus, the results in this chapter remain

valid if the assumption that E has a weak Fatou norm is replaced by the
conclusion of lemma 5.3 .

(In fact, inspection of the proofs of theorems

5.6 and 5.8 shows that these theorems remain valid even if the constant
in lemma 5.3 depends on the projection).

It is possible, though unlikely,

that lemma 5.3 holds for an arbitrary Banach lattice.

If this is the

case, then the results of this chapter would be true for arbitrary Banach
lattices. It is quite possible, however, that the results of this chapter
are false without some condition on the Banach lattice .
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